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PERFORMANCE CONTINUES — "Did you forget something?" is Mrs. Baker's question of 
Jill Tanner in "Butterflies
Are Free," the premiere show of the Purchase Area Repertory Theatre. The performance continues tonight and
Saturday at 8 p.m. in the air-conditioned theatre of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center on the
 Murray State University
Campus. 'Tickets can be reserved by calling 767-6797. Photo Sy 1. Wale, Phillip.
Lines Forming At Gas Stations
In Some Kentucky Cities Today
Whether the result of the independent
truckers' strike or depleted allocations
at the end of the month, gasoline sup-
plies have tightened in Kentucky, and
motorists have lined up in response.
Service stations statewide shortened
operating hours, limited purchases or
closed altogether as their fuel tanks ran
low.
Here is a look at the situation in some
of Kentucky's cities:
Murray
This west Kentucky city was in better
shape thanmost; spotty shortages were
reported but the lines at service
stations remained shorter than
elsewhere in the state.
Ed Chrisman, distributor for Texaco,
said he is about "out of product." He
added he is on a day-to-day allocation,
where June 1978 sales are divided by 30
days). •
Gas for farmers has resulted in less
gas for sale, he added.
. "Calloway County may be short of
gas next week,".. Chrisman said.
."Personally, I see no improvement this-.
year but I'm an amateur at this. It's my
own opinion the best thing to do is
conserve."
Standard Oil distributor Dick _Orr
said gas is short -as far as we are
concerned." He added. after farmers
are through planting, there should be a
little more fuel available.
Orr said he is on 90 percent
allocation.
Mike Baker. distributor at Kentucky
Lake Oil said "things are tight but I
don't know much more than the man on
the street."
Shell announced, according to Baker,
that there would be 75 to 85 percent
allocation through September in
Calloway County. However, he said
things change on a day-to-day basis and
the allocation may change several
times before September.
RECEIVES RECOGNITION — Ted
Delaney, circulation manager of The
Murray Ledger & Times, displays the
plaque be received recently from the
Kentucky Press Association for his
"outstanding contribution to
newspaper recycling in -his corn-
niuti ity ." The *PA- owl.. e.,eesqlwievids
Delaney. who is responsible for the
distributing' of the newspaper to its
subscribers, for his "leadership.
initiative and innovative programming
to educate the public, arouse interest
and focus attention in the field of
conservation." The honor was
presented last weekend at the KPA
co—gelation in Cave (My. Ky.
Louisville
Lines up to a mile long were reported
at some stations Thursday as panic
buying and "topping off" came to town.
Topping off, the process by which
motorists buy a little gas to fill a nearly
full tank, was "probably the main
problem," said David Stucker of the
Louisville Auto Club.
Stucker predicted more of the same
today as-stations stayed open only a few
hours to save supplies. Some dealers
said smaller allocations of gas were as
much to blame for the shortage as the
truckers' strike.
Lexington .
Long lines also were in evidence in
central Kentucky, where some stations
limited purchases to $5 or shortened
hours.
At on station scheduled to open at
7:30 a.m. today, customers began lining
up at 6:15, and the operator said he
would close before 9:30. Another
opened at 6 a.m. and closed two hours
Later; others said they would stop
pumping- fuel by early afternoon.
Mayor James Amato said the wor-
sening supply problem possibly could
cause industry layoffs. But he said he
has been working with state police and
local industries to insure deliveries of
raw materials to the city.
Fuel shortages also caused problems
for those who choose to travel by air.
Some pilots who normally refuel at
Blue Grass Field were asked to look
elsewhere until the crunch eases.
Corbin
' Many tanks were empty at Corbin
and there was little hope of immediate
relief.
Surveys of a number of gasoline
suppliers in the area found many of
them with no diesel fuel or gasoline to
deliver to service stations, some of
which are out of fuel.
Other stations limited operations,
resulting in long lines. Unleaded gas
was more readily available in the area
than other grades
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• partly
cloudy
Partly cloudy with a chance of
rain tonight and lows in the 60s to
low 70s. A good chance of rain
Saturday with highs in the upper,
90s. Winds southwesterly to 10
mph. Rain chances 30 percent
tonight and 50 percent Saturday.
The extended forecast calls for
a chance of rain Sunday through
Tuesday. with highs through the
period in the 80s and lows in the
60s
Paducah
A few Paducah stations had depleted
their supplies and were awaiting
emergency shipments; others said they
could be out of fuel soon. Lines were
long, but not to the degree of those in
larger cities.
Stations in the Land Between The
Lakes area reported spotty shortages
and at least one was completely out of
fuel.
Mayfield
Moderate shortages were reported a;
most stations, some of which hal
limited purchases to $5 per customr.
There was more waiting than usual at
the pumps, but nothing 'extreme, area
residents said today.
The situation was described as "more
Of? nuisance" than an emergency, but
most local dealers agreed that they
could face shortges soon unless
deliveries are stepped up.
Elizabethtown
Supplies were short, station owners
said hours were being trimmed and
there were a few reports of lines.
Stations in the Radcliff area said they
would be closed all weekend; in other
areas, the operators were awaiting new
deliveries. Most in Elizabethtown will
be closed on Sunday, but stations alon.
Interstate 65 were operating on a
regular schedule.
Harlan
Motorists crowded service stations to
nil up their tanks Thursday, and most
jrtations were..closed today.
Ashland
No serious problems were rep -
today in northeastern Kentucky.
Bowling Green
Many stations said they woo:
closed during the weekend. Bu'. '
serious problems or long lines
reported today.
Injuries Minor, Rig Wrecked
Murray Trucker Fired On
While Driving In Illinois
The violence that is increasingly
becoming a part of the nationwide
'truckers strike affected Murray today
when a local trucker, Orvin "Bottles"
Hutson, was fired upon early this
morning while driving a tractor-trailer
rig near Benton, Ill. He received only
minor injuries.
According to reports from the Illinois
State Police, Hutson said that he was
headed south on Interstate 57 near the
73-mile marker about 4 a.m. when a car
pulled up beside him and fired two shots
with a shotgun into the cab of his rig.
Hutson, who was traveling alone,
tried to dodge the shots by falling over
into the cab which caused him to lose
control of the tractor-trailer. The rig
then hit the highway median and
overturned causing extensive damage
to the vehicle.
Hutson said that the darkness
prevented him from being able to tell
'how many people were in the car but he
knew that there were at least two oc-
cupants.
Hutson, 54, of 806 Minerva, was
treated at 5:55 a.m. at the emergency
room of the Franklin County Hospital in
Benton for lacerations to his forehead.
He is employed by Harper Truck Lines
in Paducah.
Hutson's wife said this morning that
he left home at 7:30 last ni,ght. He called
her after the incident and said that his
company was sending a car to get him
in Illinois and that he would return to
Murray' this afternoon. She added that
he had been somewhat concerned about
driving the rig during the strike.
The incident involving Hutson
followed a similar one in the same area
Thursday where two men were injured
4- one critically — when their tractor-
trailer rig swerved off Interstate 64 east
of Mount Vernon in southern Illinois
after the right tire was shot out, state
police said.
Officers said John Kelley, 26, of
Florissant, Mo., was in critical con-
dition at a hospital with a back injury,
and Barry Await, 32, of St. Louis was
admitted for observation.
The Tennessee Highway Patrol said
driver Don Collins was shot in the arm
early today after he got a call ,on his
citizens band radio that one of his
wheels was loose and he got out to
check it.
Bullets tore into more than three
dozen rigs in 18 states Thursday. Other
trucks were pounded by rocks, run off
the road, set afire or plagued by nails
strewn on roads. In Idaho, drivers had
to make their way around two trees set
across a highway.
Statewide, Gov. Julian Carroll said
today that state police will escort truck
drivers and he assigned the National
Guard to secure fuel storage areas in
Somerset and Owensboro, two hot spots
in the spreading trucker protest.
Carroll also told a news conference
that he was exempting fuel trucksgrom
normal highway weight limits on
various routes, and that truckers would
be allowed to charge up to a 6 percent
surcharge on hauling rates within the
state to recover increased fuel costs.
Though gas stations were running
short or closing completely in many
areas, Carroll said he did not believe
rationing would be necessary.
Ah announcement Thursday night
Hospital Board Approves
Six Additions To Staff
Recommendations for six persur.7ft.
additions to the Murray-CallowaY
County Hospital Board were approved
Thursday night in the board's regularly
-scheduled meeting. _
Those additions are David A. Eberle.
urology; William G. Hart.
ophthalmology; J. Pervis Milnor
emergency room medicine; Charles
Ferguson, emergency, room medicine
Robert Stephenson, emergency roor1.
medicine; and Allen Schaffer,
emergency room medicine.
Dr. William Wilson, chief of staff. an':
Stuart Poston, hospital administrator
made the recommendation to t`'
board,
In other action, the board apor -
the purchase of -a Seir-- -
Radiographic and Fluoros(,'
machine.
--The final price (It thP'rt.....*or*. --
$225,000 and 10 percent must be rm.
the company before it will deliver
machine.
Wilsoh and Dr Prue Kelly,
radiologists, explained features abott
the machine and answered question5.
from the board members
Wilson said radiology is a fairly fixed
technology and the machine has "a loc
term quality capability." He estimated
the machine would not be outdated for
about 10 years.
The machine is computable with
units already in the hospital.
The hospital currently has three fully
equiped X-ray rooms, along with some
addition equipment. One staff addition
may be needed for the new equipment,
Poston said.
He added the X-ray department has
had about a 35 percent increase over
the last two years.
The board moved to deposit $54,000
immediately into the hospital liability
trust fund. The fund currently has
$196,000. The goal for the fund is
$300,000.
In a review of the building progress.
Poston said the hospital has been in
Phase II for about a month. He added
the foundation for the nest wing has
been poured and ready for steel for
three weeks. However, no steel has
been used because the construction
workers are taking 'bids on a steel
erector.
The board will hold a dinner to
recognize former hospital board
members on Thursday. Sept 6 More
information will be given at a later),
date.
that the Guard would be activated
apparently did little to stem the recent
rash of shooting incidents along Ken-
tucky highways. Kentucky State Police
headquarters in Frankfort reported
four shootings and two rock-throwing
incidents alorrg Interstate-75 in eastern
Kentucky. There were no injuries
.reported, police said.
Police said that several persons
dragged a driver from his truck during
an altercation at weight scales a mile
north of London. While the driver was
held, several shots were fired into the
cab of the truck. Police said the driver
returned to his truck and proceeded
north to Cincinnati, where he reported
the incident to authorities.
Word of Carroll's decision to call out
the National Guard came on the heels of
spot fuel and food shortages in some
parts of Kentucky and reports of
truckers being fired on by snipers.
Asked where National Guardsmerf
would be assigned and for details of the
deployment, the governor's spokesman
said, "they will be used as needs may
determine."
State police reported Kentucky high-
ways quiet Thursday night and early
today, but several shootings and other
incidents were reported in southcentral
Kentucky early Thursday.
Two trucks were fired upon by
snipers and a third truck was set afire
on Interstate 75 in Whitley County, the
second shooting incident in as many
days involving trucks on Kentucky
highways.
State police said that the cab of a
Georgia-Pacific Corp. truck was
heavily damaged by fire, with the
trailer sustaining little damage. The
truck was apparently abandoned along
the roadway when the fire occurred.
Earlier Thursday, shots were fired at
trucks driving on 1-75 in Whitley
County.
No injuries were reported in con-
nection with the fire or the shootings.
Seven men were arrested in Pulaski
County and charged with menacing
after they allegedly chased a truck 10
miles after the driver refused to stop at
their blockade, state police said.
Trooper Ronnie Turner said Willard
Cornwell of Mount Sterling, the driver,
didn't stop when striking truckers tried
to flag him down at the intersection of
U.S. - 27 and Kentucky 90 Wednesday
night.
After pursuing Cornwell through
Somerset onto Kentucky 80, Turner
said, the-seven allegedly pulled him to
the side of the roa4, cut the air brake
lines on his truck and shouted threats.
Turner, who was on routine patKol in
the area, saw the incident and arrested
the seven on the misdemeanor charge.
All were released on $500 bond and are
to be arraigned Monday in Pulaski
District Court.
About 60 truckers voted at Owensboro
to continue their shutdown.. •
"This thing is turning -Into a
nationwide strike," said organizer Joe
Voyles, who told the, truckers they
picked up' some support from the
Fraternal Association of Steel Haulers.
Kenny Blades, another organizer,
said about 25 men planned to blOck
diesel pumps and fuel deliveries along
U.S. 21 between Henderson, Ky., and
Evansville, Ind.
"I think we've got the manpower to
do it," Blades said. "And we're going to
be soliciting independents once we get
there."
Police in western Kentucky reported
scattered shooting and bottle-throwing
incidents, but there were no injuries.
Scattered fuel shortages were
reported around the state and station
operators said the situation could-
See TRUCKERS,
P. 14. Column 6
Lions To Install Lowry
As New District Governor
Dr. C. C. Lowry, local surgeon and
member of the Murray Lions Club, will
be installed as governor of lions
District 43-K on Saturday, June 21 The
installation will come at the conclusion
of the Lions 62nd International Con-
vention in Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
Lowry is a native of LaGrange and a
graduate of the University of Kentucky
and Vanderbilt Medical School. He is a
member of the American Board of
Surgery, a Fellow Of the American
College of Surgeons, a member of the
Murray City Council and was recipient
of the Murray Chamber of Commerce
"Citizen of the Year" award in 1976. He
also served on the Murray Board of
Education for 12 years and as chairman
of the board.
Lowry has been a member of the
Murray Lions Club for the past 26 years
with 21 years perfect attendance
record. He has held most major offices
of his club and served as zone chairman
and deputy district governor in 43-K. He
is a member of the First United
Methodist Church, and he and his wife,
Betty, have two children, Duane H.
Lowry of Champaign, III., and Conielyn
Lowry of Memphis.
Several other members of the
Murray Lions Club will be assisting
Gov. Lowry during his tenure of office.
Yancey Watkins, a professor in the
department of special education at
Murray State University, has been
appointed District 43-K* cabinet
Dr. C.C. Lowry
secretary-treasurer. Past District
Govs. Joe Pat James and Codie
Caldwell will serve on the Governor's
Honorary Committee as Ex-Officio
Cabinet Members. Caldwell will aLso
head the district's Trooper Lsland
project. James Harmon has been ap-
pointed Publicity chairman.
George Lilly and Keith Hayes, in-
coming president and secretary,
respectively, of the Murray Club, will
join with the presidents and secretaries
from the district's 37 other Lions Clubs




OFFICERS PRESENT SCHOLARSHIP — Two officers of the Four Rivers
Manufacturers Council — Paul Kiesow (right), treasurer, and Dr. Res F.
Galloway (left), vice-president —' present a $500 scholarship check to Dr.
Constantine W. Curris, president of Murray State University. The scholar-
ship will be awarded to a student designated by a Heublein, Inc., official
whose name was drawn at the third annual Labor-Management Classic at
Kentucky Dam Village State Resort Park Kiesow is general manager of
Fisher Price Toys in Murray, and Galloway is chairman of the Department
of Manarement at Murray Vat/. t
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Malinda C
Several prenuptial events
have been held in honor of
Miss Malinda Cochran, June
23rd bride-elect of Dale
Mathis. Parents of the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Cochran and Mr. and Mrs.
Hale Mathis.
The first was a shower given
by the bride-elect's aunts-
Mesdames Nelle Cochran,
Louise Cochran, Melba
Washer, and Virlerie Perry-
held April 24 at 7 p.m. at the
home of Nelle Cochran.
Refreshments of cake,
punch, nuts, and mints were
ochran, B
served at the table centered
with a spring bouquet.
A brunch was held on May
17 at 8 a.m. at the home of
Mrs. Glenn Doran. This was
given by the bride-elect's
friends at work.
Coffee cakes, fruit salad,
ride-elect, Honored At Prenuptial Events
punch, and coffee were ser-
ved.
Mary Morris and Willodean
Brandon were hostesses for a
shower held on June 7 at 7
p.m. at the Palestine United
Methodist Church.
The honoree was presented
a silk carnation corsage. She
opened her many gifts. Games
were directed by the
hostesses.
Refreshments of cake,
punch, nuts, and mints were
served.
•  -
June 10 were Emily Scar-
borough, Jan Rose, and Linda
McLemore. Pima !das served
at Mr. Gattis restaurant at 7
i p.m., and sundae party was
held at 8 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. Scarborough.
Miss Cochran was presented
Hostesses for a party on a corsage of daisies by the
S
hostesses.
The home of Mary Smith
was the scene of a shower held
on June 12 at 7:30 p.m. with
Mrs. Smith and Jane Parks as
hostesses.
Games were played and
refreshments of cake, punch,
nunts,and nuts were served.
Miss Cochran and her
mother were presented cor-
sages of daisies. Neighbors of
the bride-elect were in at-
tendance.
The first moon-walk oc-




7:10, 9:20 ± 2:30 Sun.
No Passes•No
Bargain Nite
In space no one can hear you scream.
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TOM SKERRITT SIGOURNEY WEAVER VERONICA CARTWRIGHT
HARRY DEAN STANTON JOHN HURT IAN HOLM .,YAPHET KOTTO
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER RONALD SHUSETT PRODUCED BY GORDON CARROLL. DAVID 
GILER ana WALTER HILL
DIRECTED BY RIDLEY SCOTT STORY BY DAN 0 I3ANNON .n I RONALD smuserr
SC,BEENBLAY BY DAN 0 BANNON MUSIC JERRY GOLDSMITH PANAVISION.
EASTMAN KODAK COLOR' PRINTS BY DELUXE"




No one has ever escaped from Alcatraz.. and no one ever 








. ROME' .,riARTLIFF IRWIN WINKLER —
SYLVESTER STALWIE 'ROCKY II" ULU StlitE BURT YOUNG
Late Show-Fri. & Sat. 11 40
Adult Entertainment-18 I over only
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BARBRA STREISAND • RYAN O'NEAL
A ION PETERS PRODUCTION
• ABAOODFtM
THE MAIN EVE-NY AtscrStaiung PAUE,SAND.ifor;11-1,44educers HOWARD ROSE NMAN and RENEE MISSEL
Director„ot Photography MARIO TOSI. A • Written by GAIL-RENT & ANDRE W_SMIIN
Produced by JON PETERS and BARBRA, SIREISAND • Directed by HOVARD ZIEFF
kpc;PANNT. memo S1IGI2Stf 1211 'ay 'I W %HIV •nor SP*? WOO ra {kW
Prima NOWA ,11 4A
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Brown & Hem don Vows
Solemnized At Church
Miss Judy Ann Brown
became the bride of Randy L.
Herndon in an evening can-
delight ceremony at the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
in Murray.
The bride is the daughter of
Mrs. Barbara Nell Brown of
Mayfield, and the late Carl
Dennis Brown. Mr. Herndon is
the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas E. Herndon of
Murray.
The Rev. Lawson
Willaimson of Dawson Springs
read the impressive double
ring ceremony before an alter
centered with a fifteen branch
candelabra with spiral can-
delabras flanking the altar.
The choir rails were outlined
with magnolia foliage and the
foliage also banked the sanc-
tuary windows. White urns on
tall pedestals held
arrangements of sonia gladioli
and white daisies to accent the
altar decorations, which in-
cluded the unity candle. For
the wedding prayer, the
couple knelt on a white
wrought-iron preu dieu
(kneeling bench). Family
pews were marked with
clusters of ivory satin ribbons.
Musical selections were
presented by vocalist Darrell
Gibson, who accompanied
himself on the guitar as he




Vasseur as he sang "The
Wedding Song." Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Scott sang "Devoted
to You" with guitar ac-
companiment, and the
traditional wedding marches
were played by Mrs. Darrell
Gibson, organist.
Bride's Dress
The -bnde Was escorted to
the altar by her brother, John
S. Brown, of Eugene, Oregon.
She was attired in a formal
length gown of silk organza
over bridal silk peau de soie,
combined with ivory satin
ribbons and .appliques of
'Alencon lace.
A basque-style bodice
featured a Victorian neckline
elegantly accented with lace
motifs and ivory satin ribbons.
Bishop sleeves were designed
with deep camelot cuffs. The
natural waistline was defined
with horizontal bands of
matching satin with floor-
length satin streamers. Her
bouffant skirt featured a deep
Edwardian flounce at the
hemline which flowed into a
chapel-length train.
The bride's formal-length
veil of illusion was designed
especially for her gown, and
was attached to a Juliet
headdress of ivory Alencon
lace. She carried a cascade
bouquet of silk sonia roses and
ivory roses with matching
satin streamers tied in love
knots.
The maid of honor was Miss
Tarruny Allbritton. Miss Jill
and Mrs. Randy L. hem
Brown, sister of the bride,
Miss Teresa Cunningham and
Mrs. Alice (Steve) Hargrove
were bridesmaids.
They wore identical formal-
length dresses of apricot qiana
with flowing capes of silk
organza which tapered to
knee-length in the back.
Fashioned with sweetheart
Inecklines, the dresses were
accented with self-fabric roses
at the cape neckline. Each
carried a single silk talisman
rose.
Miss Jennifer Cunningham
served as flower girl. Her
formal-length dress was of
apricot knit with white lace
trim. She scattered rose petals
from a white wicker basket.
Mr. Herndon chose as best
man, Kendred Paschall, with
Randy Walker, Randy
McDaniel and Kerry Vasseur
as groomsmen. Serving as
ushers were Monroe Jones,
Phil Jones, Kenneth Hawkins,
Pat McMillen and Ken Orr
Brandon. Lighting the candles
were Pat McMillen and Ken
Orr Brandon.
The guest register was kept
by Miss Susan Herndon and
Miss Lynette Herndon, who
also distributed rice bags to
the guests.
Mrs. Brown chose for her
daughter's wedding a formal-
length gown of pale aqua silk
,and polyester, fashioned with
a V neckline and trimmed
with tiny covered buttons on
the bodice front and full
flowing cape sleeves of silk
chiffon. She selected white









e are proud Ii' an-
nounce that .Sheri Thor-
nton. bride-elect 11 f
filM('N ft right hilA
ted her porter.  front our
complete braid regime+.
Sheri and fames will







1/0 hoer trip se Iteeirtifel Ay. Lake Aleaseriel Dory Hirer* labor Duy.
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KENLAKE STATk PARKS NEWEST ATTRACTION!
The groom's - mother, Mrs.
Herndon, wore._ a formal-
length gown of dusty pink
qiana, designed with gathers
at the neckline and waistline.
Her corsage was also a white
glamellia.
Special guests at the wed-
ding were grandmothers of
the bride and groom. They
were presented with white
carnation corsages.
The groom's mother was
escorted to the altar where she
lighted a unity candle for her
son before being seated for the
ceremony. The bride's mother
was escorted to the altar
where she also lighted a unity
candle for her daughter before
being seated.
Reception
A reception followed the
ceremony, and was held in-the
fellowship hall of the church.
The bride's table was
covered with apricot lined
covers overlaid with white
net. Centering the table was
,an arrangement of mixed
spring flowers in a four
branched candelabrum
holding ivory tapers and
decorated with ribbon
streamers.
The wedding cake was
served by Mrs. Terry Wright
of Camden, Tenn. The four
tiered cake was separated
with Italian figurine columns.
Beneath one of the tiers was a
fountain centered with a
cherub. Each tier was
decorated with miniature
rosebuds, and at the base were
white doves and hearts ent-
wined. Topping the cake were
a pair of kissing cherubs.
A silver tray held a large
silver punch bowl and other
appointments of silver and
crystal were used. Also
helping serve were Misses
Teresa Starks and Jan
Cooper.
The couple left the church
for a honeymoon in Nashville,
Tenn., and are now making
their home in Murray.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. ,Thomas E.
Herndon hosted a catered
rehearsal dinner for the
wedding party in the
fellowship hall of the church
on the eve of the wedding.






Hutchens, Baby By, Rt. 1
Box 473 Mayfield, CUe, Baby
t Boy, Box 276 Springville,
Tenn., Evans, Baby Boy, Rt. 9
Box 227cc Benton, Brockwell,
Baby Girl, Rt. 2 Springville,
Tenn.
DISCHARGES
Mrs. Martha Hicks, 1505
Oak, Benton, Charlie Horn-
buckle, 215 L. P. Miller St.
Murray, File L. Paschall, 415
Sycamore Dr. Murray, Mrs.
Obera Brittain, Rt. 5 Murray,
Allen R. Taylor, Rt. 5
, Mayfield, Alice D. Stratton,
515 South 7th Mayfield, Debra
E. Kavanaugh, CR Box 118
Hamlin, Mrs. Ruby E. Nance,
Rt. 3 Box 109 Murray, Mrs.
Margaret K. McCuicton, Rt. 6
Box 5 Murray, George
Richard Bruce, 609 North 15th
St., Mayfield, Mrs. Betty S.
Hargrove, Rt. 5 Murray, Hugh
R. Miller, Rt. 2 Hazel, Gary E.
Hall, Rt. 2 Buchanan, Tenn.,
Ben William Sherman, 421
East 7 Mt. Carmel, flI., Mrs.
Carolyn A. Batey, Rt. 5 Box
406 Murray, Mrs. Wavel
Cassity, Rt. 1 Box 68 Murray,
William R. Whitis, 518 S. 13th
St. Murray, Mrs. Millie A.
McCoy, 900 Coldwater Rd.
Apt. 4 Murray, Charles R.
Thurman, Jr., P. 0. Box 254
Murray, Mrs. Gail A. Wright,
Rt. 5 Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Martha L. Moser, Rt. 1
Mayfield, Mrs. Nancy
E.Tabers, Rt. 1 Box 115 A
Kirksey, Mrs. Barbara Pryor,
Rt. 1 Valley Rd. Hickman,
Mrs. Fan M. Gardner, Rt 7
Box 81 Murray, Mrs. Margery
P. Ahart, 810 Sha Wa Circle
Murray, Mrs. Ida Mae





Joyce Kibbler and Baby
Boy, Fulton, Cindy Holt and
Baby Girl, 247 Riviera Courts,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Nancy C. Ray, 942 S.
5th Mayfield, Mrs. Janet L
Robinson, 1001 S. 16th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Ida B.
Hargraves, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Etna S. Todd, Coach Estate,
A-3, Murray, Ricky L. Yates,
1302 Longview, Benton, Mrs.
Brenda C. Warren, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, Karol Jeanne
Scruggs, Bx. 361, Murray,
Drew J. Watson, Rt. 1 Sedalia,
Charity D. Adkisson, P.O. Bx.
397, Camden, Term., Jason C.
Kimbro, Rt. 5 Bx. 175,
Murray, Edward E. Bucy,
P.O. Bx. 2233, Puryear, Tenn.,
Brenda F. Bomar, 220 Church
St. Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Betty L.
Kirks, 20 Westside Dr.,
Springfield, Tenn., Philip
Tibbs, 712 Olive St. Murray,
Mrs. Molly F.. Ross, • 1653
Ryan, Murray, Stanford
Andrus, 1512 Sycamore,
Murray, Mrs. Bertie M.
Kilgore, Rt. 3 Bx. 429, Murray.
Mrs. Mary F. Turner, 1205
Peggy Ann Dr., Murray. Mrs.
Jessie L. Wicker, 701 eley
Court, Murray, Mrs. I3obbie
Ferguson, P.O. 13x. 211,
Murray, Mrs. Ola W. Marose,
Rt. 6, Murray, Dwight D.
Crisp, 1001 Fairlane Drive,
Murray, Mrs. Emma L.
Palmer, Rt. 3 BIC. 86, Murray.
Mrs. Joyce M. Smotherman.
1416 Vine St., Murray, James
H. Thurman, Rt. 5 Bx. 435-A.
Murray, Mrs. Gladys M
Spann, 1509 Sycamore,
Murray, Mrs. Katie A.
Barrow, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs
Myrtle Steele, Rt. 4 Bx. 58.
Murray, Mrs. Ina Miller. Rt. 6




Miss Outland, Byrn Home
A bridesmaids luncheon was
held in honor of Julie Outland,
June 23rd bride-elect of
Walter Jones IlL at the home
of Mrs. James Byrn on
Tuesday, June 19.
Hostesses for the pccasion
were Mesdames Byrn, Gerry
Requarth, Rick Scarborough,
and Miss Sherri Requarth.
Miss Outland was presented a
gift corsage of white car-
nations.
The guests included Miss
Outland, her mother, Mrs.
James D. ,Outland, mother of
the groom-elect, Mrs'. Walter
Jones, Jr., Miss Gina Jones,
Miss Debbie Emerson, Mrs.
Mary Bartlett, Miss Stephanie
Bartlett, and Miss Julie
Bartlett.
The dining room as
enhanced with four silver bud
vases of red roses and baby's
breath. Each arrangement
also contained silver wedding
bands sprinkled throughout
with a red satin love knot tied
around each band.
The two tables were covereO
with linen cloths, and crystal
and silver appointments were
used* to serve the meal com-
posed of chicken-a-la-king,
fresh broccoli, radish roses.
celery sticks, hot rolls, iced
tea, and blackberry whip.
Miss Outland was given two
chaise lounges as a wedding






Babyvtirl, Rt. 5, Murray,
Debra Nelson and Baby Girl,
Rt. 4, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Bessie L. Collins, 506 S.
llth St., Murray, Mrs. Joyce
M. Fads, 47 Piatt, Mahomet,
III., Mrs. Elizabeth M. Conley
and Baby Boy, Rt. 3 Bx. 117-A,
Murray, Mrs. Janet L.
Johnson, Rt. 1, Alrno, Mrs.
Bertha (Sally ) Rumfelt, 1103
Elm St., Murray, Mrs. Donna
F. Wheatley, Rt. 2, Bx. 1019,
Murray, Tony Ray Smith, Rt.
3 Bx. 62, Paris, Term., Mrs.
Katharine Bonner, Rt. 5 Bx.
446, Murray, Mrs. Verna L.
Lancaster, 711 Main, St.,
Murray, Mrs. Ada Bell
Kennedy, Rt. 4, Mayfield,
Mrs. Rhonda S. Foy, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Mrs. Reva G.
Bailey, 618 So. 9th St., Murray,
Peggy J. Edwards, 743 Nash,
Murray, Ed Tucker, Rt. 1,
Hardin, L. A. Rowland, 2000
Gatesboro, Murray, Tommie
D. Atkins, Rt. 7, Murray, John
W. Kimbro, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Jettie Alene Woods, Rt.
1, Benton, Mrs. Hazel D.
McCuistion, 1608 Hermitage,
Murray, Mrs. Meda 0.
Outland, 1 302 Kirkwood,
Murray, Robert Edwin




Cavitt Baby Boy (Ladonna
J-5 Southside Manor, Murray_
Dismissals
Mrs. Susan E. Brockweil
and Baby Girl, Rt. 2,
Springville, Tenn., Mrs.
Donna S. Evans and Baby
Boy, Rt. 9 Bx. 227 C, Benton,
Mrs. Rachel J. Broach, Rt. 1
Bx. 157, Puryear, Tenn., Jon
G. Wissmann, 1606 Wiswell
Rd. Murray, Willard T. Pace,
307 So. llth St., Murray,
,Scotty A. Schecter, Rt. 6 Bx.
77-D, Murray, Mrs. Dorothy
A. Orten, Rt. 2, Bx. 247,
Murray, Fred C. King, Rt. 4
Bx. 18, Murray, Rupert C.
Pittman, CR Bx. 33 New
Concord, Paul Everett
Smothers, 323 Aden St. Paris,





Mr. and Mrs. Michael Todd,
1807 Wiswell Road, Murray,
are the parents of a baby girl,
Rebecca Leigh, weighing
seven pounds seven ounces,
born on Sunday, June 3, at
10:35 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have two other
daughters, Mary Anne, 6'2,
and Krishna, 212. The father is
self employed at the Stadium
View Cleanup Shop.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin Todd of Murray
Route 2 and Mr. and Mrs.
Flavil Robertson of Murray.
Great grandmothers are Mrs.
Harry Shekell and the late
Mrs. Mary Christensen.
JOHNSON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Don Johnson
of Murray Route 8 are the
parents of a baby boy, Bradley
Don, weighing seven pounds
11 ounces, measuring 1934
inches, born on Monday, May
14, at 7:10 a.m. at the' Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have one -daughter,
Tabethia Arm, 9. The family
operates the East Y Grocery',
Highway 94 East.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. James Johnson of
Murray Route 8 and Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Williams of Murray
Route 5. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. James Stone
of Murray Route 1, Mrs.
Obera Johnson of Murray, Mr.
and Mrs. Mason Smotherman
and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Walker,
Murray Route 5.
SUFFERS INJURY
Mrs. Bob (Helen) Hubbs of
Murray suffered a broken
right leg on Tuesday, and is
now a patient in Room 529,
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She will be hospitalized for
some time and persons may
send her cards or letters at the
above address.
AT BIRMINGHAM
Guy Billington of Murray is
a patient at the Cooper Green
Hospital, Sixth Avenue Soqth,
Birmingham, Ala., where he
will undergo open heart
surgery next week. He entered
the hospital on June 11.
Persons may send him cards




Pack, Baby Boy, Rt. 2 Bx.
35, Pans, Tenn., Underhill,
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Heck, Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Paris,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Andrew J. Ryan, 1715
Wiswell Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Evelyn M. Renfroe, Rt. 5 Bx.
364, Murray, Mrs. Stella
Furches, 1627 Hamilton,
Murrilk, Charlotte Doerner,
765 Fairview Dr., Murray, C.
E. Fox, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Cindy A. Holt and Baby Girl,
247 Riviera Ct., Murray, John
Stafford, Rt. 5 13x. 694,
Murray, Mrs. Regina G.
Hutchens and Baby Boy, Rt. 1
Bx. 473, Mayfield, Mrs.
Barbara J. Hill, Rt. 1, Box 24,
Crutchfield, Jarod C. Barker,
Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn., Susie
Clark, Rt. 8, Box 925, Murray,
Elberta Ennis, P.O. Box 166,
Murray.
Cochran & Mathis Vows
To Be Read Saturday
The wedding tif Miss
Malinda Cochran, ughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Cochran, to Dale , athis, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Hale Mathis,
will be solemnized on
Saturday, June 23, at 7 p.m. at
the First United Methodist
Church with the Rev. Dr.
Walter Mischke, Jr., and the
Rev. Maurice E. Bailey of-
ficiating. Tom Scoggins will
be soloist.
Miss Coc ran has chosen
Penny Gra s as her matron
of honor, and Renee Cochran
and Emily Scarborough as her
bridesmaids. The flower girl
will be Janie Martin.
Best man for Mr. Matte:-
will be Rick Scarborough wit14
the groomsmen to be Danny
Miller and Mike Brandon
Ringbearer will be Randy
Swift.
A reception will follow in the
social hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
Mc ure Home Scene Event
Held For Karen Edwards
The wedding attendants of
Miss Karen Edwards who will
be married June 23 to Brad
Belcher were honored with a
ID wit -AU
By Abigail Van Buren
Sometimes, Father
Doesn't Know Best
SEAR ABBY: At 82, father is becoming increasingly frail
and forgetful. He has substantial means and has lived alone
with a housekeeper since Mother died five years ago'. I am
his only child (a daughter) with a family of my own. I've in-
vited him to live with me but he's reluctant to give up the
home he's lived in for so many years.
Now the problem: Some former friends who wronged Dad
in business years ago have suddenly started to visit him
regularly. They've introduced him to a young member of
their family and he has become quite infatuated with her.
The dollar signs in her eyes are abvious to me, but not to
Dad.
I don't want to deprive my father of any real happiness in
his last years, but neither do I want him to fall prey to these
opportunists I do not trust. What, if anything, should I do?
CONCERNED IN CALIF.
DEAR CONCERNED: How much your father should be
protected "for his own good" and whether he's competent to
make his own decisions are proper questions to discuss with
his lawyer and physician. In the meantime, spend as much
time with your lather as possible but resist the temptation
to bad-mouth his new friends.
DEAR ABBY: Perhaps you will put this letter in your own
words and tell my husband that he needs help. He won't
listen to me.
He is 60 pounds overweight and, to make matters worse, a
diabetic. He has a wonderful family who loves him very
much. Whenever one of us reminds him that he needs to lose
weight, he says, "So if I die, you will be left well-off."
Please, please, help us to help him. He is a dear and
wonderful person. I want him around to see his grand-
children grow up, and he won't be around jI he doesn't take
better care of himself.
HIS WIFE
DEAR WIFE: An obese person knows he needs to lose
weight, and being constantly reminded of it will only make
him feel guilty-which will make him feel rotten, which will
cause him to eat to feel better.
If he chooses to dig his own grave with his fork, no one can
stop him. But if be really wants to help himself, let him
write to me and I'll telhhim what to do.
DEAR ABBY: I have a beautiful diamond ring which was
given to me by my mother-in-law when I became engaged. It
was given to her by her mother-in-law, so I consider it a
priceless heirloom.
When the time comes, I will offer the ring to my son for
his bride-and that poses a problem because I have twin
sons!
How should it be decided twin which gets the ring? Should
it go to the first-born twin? Or should they 'draw straws forIt'?
They are only 17 now, so I have time to make that deci-
sion, but I would appreciate your suggestions.
MOTHER OF TWINS
DEAR MOTHER: The son who becomes engaged first
should inherit the ring. And if the twins should announce a
double engagement, let them draw straws.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "BIG JOHN IN YAKIMA, WASH.":
Never spit in a well. You might have to drink from it.
Getting married? Whether you want • formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Segel $1 and • long, stamped 128 cents) sell-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
•
bridesmaids luncneon at tne
home of Mrs. Grayson
McClure on Kentucky Lake on
Wednesday, June 20, with the
hostesses being Mrs. Grayson
McClure and Mrs. Don
McClure.
The dining table was
overlaid with a white cloth and
-centered with a large
arrangement of multi-colored
roses. Centering each in-
dividual table was a bud vase
of fresh cut roses.
A luncheon plate of hot
-chicken salad, broccoli,
congealed fruit salad, and hot
rolls was served with
watermelon for dessert.
The 14 invited guests in-
cluded members of the,
wedding party and reception'
hostesses.
The hostesses presented the,
bride-elect with a pressure'
cooker and a bamboo serving
tray with matching coasters.
Keep your fireplace damper
closed when you're not using
the fireplace. A lot of heat
in winter and cold in
summer escape through the
chimney if it's left open.
, rt-,_ascx • = •
HERE'S
HEALTH
By WI BRYAN TIBICKER
Every day,
Americans swallow
literally tons of aspirin







results from a spinal
mis-alignment, chiropr-
actic care can provide
an effective cure. If a
spinal segment is
displaced in a manner
that results in com-
pression or irritation of
the upper spinal nerves,
chiropractic procedures
are needed to correct














Dates: June 24 thru 30
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\ Bowen-Greer VowsPlanned June 30
11 arida jean
Miss Wanda Jean Bowen, daughter of Bill Bowen and t
he
late Vicky Bowen, and Micheal Thomas Greer, son of 
Fred
Greer and Ms. Juanita Greer, announce their enga
gement
and approaching marriage.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, June 3
0,
at 5 p.m. on-the lawn of Hidden Acres Farm, the home of
 Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Frazier.





Events Listed For Community Calendar
Friday, June 22
"Butterflies Are Free" will
be presented by the Purchase
Area Repertory Theatre at the
Murray State University
Theatre at 8 p.m.
Twilight Golf and Club
Membership Social will be at
5:30 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club.
Friendship Nigit will be
held by Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the Eastern
Star at 7 p.m. at the Masonic
Hall. A potluck supper will be
served to members, their
families, and friends.
Puppeteers from the
Memorial Baptist Church will
present a show in the am-
phitheatre at Piney Cam-
pground, Land Between the
Lakes, at 8:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes
events will include Birding
For Beginners at 2:30 p.m.
and Hayride at 6:30 p.m., .1:ith
at Center Station.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Biology workshop for
teachers, kindergarten
through high school, camp
counselors, and outdoor
recreation personnel will be at
Youth Station, Land Between
the Lakes. For information
call Terry -Wilson, Murray
State. 762-2747.
A gouty topia
Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I've
heard about gout all my life
and what causes it, but I've
never heard what the symp-
toms of gout are and what to
look for. Does it cause sores
or bleeding' I would like
some information on how it
affects people.
DEAR READER — Gout
as caused by an overproduc-
tion of uric acid. This forms
a salt and crystals of uric
acid salt can settle in your
joints. The classic symptom
is the hot, red, painful, swol-
len great toe. You can have
an inflammatory reaction
with swelling in other joints
besides the big toe. -
Some people have high
blood uric acid levels yet do
not develop gout. This is
particularly true in women
although women also ..can
develop painful, inflamed




 Frances Drake 
FOR SATURDAY, JUNE 23,
1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast giyen for your birth
• Sign.
ARIES
. Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) er
Communication mix-ups are
postible; but will straighten
themselves out. Invite niegh-
bors over for a pleasant
evening.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May;-20) ‘-"a74'
Watch extrivaiance. -Too
much spending may force you
to spend a quiet evening at
home. The worst won't hap-
pen, so don't fear it.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20
Be sincere with others;
don't lead anyone on. There is
a tendency to exaggerate or to
in some way misrepresent
yourself.
CANCER
1June 21 to July 22
You may try to escape from
the duties you've planned for
now. You could fritter away
your time. Late p.m. con-
fidential talk.
LEO
July 23 to Aug.. 22)
Social life is full of sur-
prises, not all of them
pleasant. Don't be taken in by
someone's line. Be somewhat
discriminating.
VIRGO Iff)
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 —
Career-minded, not all of
your plans work out
satisfactorily. Be content with
minimal gains. Business talks
improve in the p.m.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 )
Somewhat impressionable
in talks now, know to whom
you're speaking., Distant
contacts affect business, with
possible travel.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov.' 21) rit,
Be careful in financial
dealings, especially if dealing
with strangers. Seek advice
about financial matters and
consult with partners.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
Intuition may be off re
relationships. Partners




Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) /10
Partners or close ones may
be moody in their dealings
with others. You may be
bewildered about the reasons
why. Better find out.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Tenuous ties could snap for
no apparent reason. Be
flexible and adaptable jm
social planning. Capitalize on
creative insights.
PISCES
.(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) (t
You may feel yourself
misunderstood by higher-ups.
Things quiet down after early
,domestic upset. Spend time
with family members.
YOU BORN TODAY are
practical, but not content in a
routine job. You're a
progressive thinker who
should learn to follow his
intuition. You can succeed in




acting, and selling, are some of
tie fields in which you'd find
happiness. Law, medecine,
'hotel mangement, and careers
which cater to the public's
needs would also bring .suc-
cess-. You work well' with
others, but need en-
couragement yourself. Bir-
thdate of: Dr. Alfred Kinsey,
sex researcher; Bob Fosse,
choreographer, and Jean
Anouiln, playwright.
The long term slow deposit
of uric acid salts in and
around the joint areas can
cause joint deformity and
gouty arthritis.
Other than the arthritic
changes of either the acute
inigarnmatory or the chronic
deforming type, there are
very few symptoms that you
would identify specifically
as gout. The rest of its side
effects are caused by associ-
ated disease of other organs,
particularly heart disease
and kidney disease.
To give you a better con-
cept of gout. I am sending
you The Health Letter num-
ber 2-3, Gout, _Uric Acid.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 50 cents with
a long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Send
your requekt to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box*
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
enjoy the lovely big persim-
mons that we have and eat
one a day. I was told by a
friend that doctors say they
cause stones and fiber balls.
I'm 70 and do heve pockets
in the intestines. I have not
noticed any problem. Is this
dangerous?
DEAR READER — As a
matter of fact, it is. Persim-
mons are one of certain food
or plant substances that can
cause bezoalrs. You can also
get bezoars from hair.
What is a bezoar? Well,
it's an insoluble aggregation
of material that hasn't been
completely digested.
They've been known for cen-
turies. In fact, the word
comes from Arabic.
In antiquity these were
observed in the Orient in the
stomachs of goats and
gazelles and were thought to
have great medical value. It
was claimed that they would
cure such ailments as old
age, snake bites and even
remove evil spirits. A golden
framed bezoar was among
Queen Elizabeth's crown
jewels in 1622.
When they form in the
stomach they can cause
ulceration, and as they pass
into the intestine, they can
cause obstruction. The liter-
ature on the entire subject is
voluminous, but in reference
to persimmons, there is a
material in the unripened
fruit or under the skin of the
ripe fruit that coagulates
with acid in the stomach. It
is this coagulated mass that
forms the bezoar. And,
apparently, drinking copi-
ous amounts of water imme-
diately after eating it actu-
ally makes the situation
worse.
The obvious solution is not
to use persimmons, but if
you persist in eating them,
there are certain precau-
tions you should take. The
first is to never eat any of
the persimmons unless they
are fully and completely
ripe. And the second is to
remove the skin and do not
eat. it or the pulp directly
attached to the skin. And I'm
not going to guarantee that
will mean that you will not
develon a bezoar)
The U.S. and Italy pro-




perform at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Events at Kenlake State
Park will include Arts and
Crafts at recreation room at 10
a.m., pool games at hotel pool
at 1 p.m., tennis lessons at
hotel court at 2:30 p.m.,
fishing derby at hotel
playground at 2:30 p.m.,
frisbee football at cam-
pground playgroundt at4 p.m.,
hayride at horse stables with
cost $2.50 per person, and
croquet at hotel front lawn,
both at 6:30 p.m., Lakeside
Singers at hotel meeting room
at 8:30 p.m.
Saturday, June 23 .
Al-A-Thon will meet at 8
p.m. at Carman Pavillion,
College Farm Road. This is a
support group for families and
friends of alcoholics and for
information call 437-4229.
Butterflies Are Free" will
be presented by Purchase
Area Repertory Theatre at the
Murray State University
Theatre at 8 p.m.
Lakeside Singers and
Twilight Cabaret will present
separate programs at Ken-
tucky Dam Village State Park
at 8:30 p.m.
New Member Social and
Dinner will be held at 6:30
p.m. at the Murray Country
Club.
_ 
An open horse show.
sponsored by the Hardin
Riding Club, will be at 6 p.m.
at the Livestock and
Exposition Center: Admission
is $1 per person.
Land Between , the Lake
events will include nature bike
hike at 9 a.m., solar cooking
demonstration from 1 to 4
p.m., Nature By the Acre at
2:30 p.m., and Sugaring for
Moths at 8 p.m., all at Center
Station; Special Population
Fishing Torunamentat Devels
Elbow from 11 a.m. to 12:30
p.m.; Sununerfest at The
Homeplace-1850 from 2 to 4
p.m.
Activities at Kenlake State
Park will include Longest Dri-
"ye. Contest on No. 2 Fairway
on golf course from 9:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m.; frisbee golf at 10
a.ni.and paper airplane flying
contest at 1:30 p.m., both on
hotel front. lawn; family
olympics at campground
playground at 3 p.m.; pie
eating contest at recreation
room at 4:30 p.m.; lollipop
lick-off at campground
bathhouse at 5 p.m.; hayride
at horse stables with cost
being $2.50 per person at 6:30
p.m.; country music by Night








perform at Lake Barkley
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park at 8: 30 p.m.
Nineteenth annual Art
Honors Workshop, sponsor
by Summer Youth Program,
will open today and continue
through June 30 at the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State.
Second of three two-week
tennis camps under the
Summer Youth Program will
open today and continue
through July 6 at Murray
State University Courts.
New Concord Pentecostal
Church will have its
homecoming today.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church will have its
homeconnlig and 100than-
niversary celebration today.
Annual Men's and Women's
Day prograni will be at 2:30
p.m. at the Chestnut Grove
AME Church. Lunch will beat
1:30 p.m.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Natural
Pest Control at Empire Farm
from 2 to 4 p.m.
Sunday, June 24
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include Inter-
denominational worship
service at 8:30 a.m. at c
pground amphitheate ,
Closest-To-The Hole Contest
on No. 9 at Golf Course from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.; Air Hockey
Tournament at game room at
10 a.m.; Water Balloon toss on
hotel front lawn at 1 p.m.;
Obstacle Walk at campground
playground at 2:30 p.m.; Hula
Hoop Contest at hotel pool
patio at 4 p.m.; Hayride at
horse stables with cost being
$2.50 per person at 6:30 p.m.;





Reservations for ladies day
luncheon on Wednesday at the
Murray Country Club should
be made by today with Judy
Carroll.
Singles Unlimited will have
a picnic at the pavillion by the
old courthouse in the tity-
County Park at 6:30 p.m.
MurraY-Calloway County
Swim Team will resume -
practice sessions at the City-
County Park Pool today.





HolmeS, 'Baby - Boy
(Pamela), 11 03 S 9th,
Mayfield.
Dismissals
Johnny D. Elliott, Rt. 6,
Murray, Don G. Scott, Rt. 7,
Box 698, Murray, Mrs.
Carolyn S. Crouch, Rt. 1 Box
523, Springville, Tenn., Jimmy
D. Kelso, Rt. 3 Box 174K,
Murray, Mrs. Reale E. Carr,
Box 86:Dexter, Naomi E. Sch-
rnelter, 405 N. 7th, Murray,
Mrs. Dorothy Grogan, Rt. 5
Box 270, Murray, Perry Dale
Cooper, Rt. 6 Box 347, Murray,
Judy Adams, County Cork
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Sheila K.
Wright, 1004 W. 4th, Fulton,
Harry Weatherley, 613 Broad
Extended, Murray, Mrs.





Swim Tel= will resume their
practice sessions at the City-
County Park Pool on Monday.
June 25, according to Brenda
Marquardt, president of the
team board.
Practice sessions have been at
the pool at the Murray Tennis
Center while the park pool was
being repaired. Members are
asked to note the change from





By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS ;9.-9.;:444.•.0.12-:-:•:-:.:•:
Have you ever stopped to
think of the value of trees to a
property' I mean the real
financial value. One single
tree will add a considerable
amount to the attractiveness
of a home when you get ready
to sell it, and a, yard full of
various kinds of trees can
make a home out of a house
There are some real
reasons for this. When the
winter winds blow, a grove of
trees will break the force of it
and AO as a shelter. In the hot
summertime, it is quite
evident that a well stsaded
house will be much cooler
Therefore, it will take less
energy to keep it at a corn
fortable temperature.
Have you ever walked in
the woods on a summer's
day' Then you have noticed
the delightfully fresh air. So
trees around a house can add
to the pleasant surroundings.
Not only that, but they are
actually health giving in that
they absorb some of tis smog
and fumes that fill the air-oit..
well traveled streets, such as
carbon monoxide, and give
off an air freshener all of its
own. They are a ready-made
air conditioner
And addition to all this is
their visible beauty. The first
thing a good subdivision
planner does, after laying ow
the lots and streets, is to plant
trees By the time plans are
complete, there are already
young sprouts turning green
and doing their part to make
the layout beautiful.
When you begin to think of
the variety, there is some
kind for every need or desire
There are the oaks, the kind
of trees, slow growing but
always hardy and easy to
start They take a little time
to do their best, but planted
along with maples that grow
so fast, it isn't long before
there are bits of shade in the
newest yard
Then don't forget the pines,
with all their splendor and
Stateliness have some that
were set out 25 years ago by
my son who was about 15
years old Now those little
seedlings are towering trees
that area joy -
Don't lea ve off the
blooming trees, the
magnificent magnolia, the
lovely flowering crabs and
-pre toggormo.-----rnv,- • aro
lovely as background setting
or as a specimen plant.
There is one suggestion:
give them plenty of room.
They don't like to be crowded.
Set them out right and they
will give years of pleasure to
all -beholders
Murray, Thomas W. Haynes,
713 W. Blythe, Paris, Tenn.,
Jamie D. Rutland, Rt. 4 Box
114 A, Murray, Barry Murphy,
Rt. 1, Almo, Henry Lubben,
Rt. 1, Springville, Tenn.,
Charles H. Coleman, Gen.
Del., New Concord, Mrs.
Estelle V. Outland, Rt. 3 Box
97, Murray, Johnie H. Elliott,
Rt. 5 Box 2231, Murray, Mrs.
Annie Q. Sanders, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Aaron G. Moody,
Rt. 8 Box 920, Murray, Mrs.
Edna V Donelson, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Lou
Alexander, 903 Main, Murray.
MOSER GIRL
Mr. • and Mrs. Jerry L.
Moser, Mayfield Route 1,
announe the birth of a baby
girl, Summer Dawn, born on




Dorothy Moser and the late
Gordon Moser and Henry
Oliver and the late Mrs. Mae
Cash Oliver, all of Mayfield.
LARGER WOMAN
Larger women need not feel
left out of today's current-
fashion trends. A fuller-
figured woman looks- great in
today's straight-leg , pants,
tailored skirts and soft, un-
constructed blouSes. She
should avoid the layered look
or too many accessories, but
otherwise she can be right in
fashion.
SCHOLARSHIP WINNER — Nancy Murdock, a
Business and Office student at the Murray Area
Vocational Education Center, has been selected to
receive the Delta Pi Epsilon Scholarship which is given
by the University of Kentucky Chapter of Delta Pi
 Ep-
silon. This scholarship is presented to a Kentucky
business student who plans to attend college and 
pur-
sue a program of study to become a business teacher.
Applicants for the scholarship are judged on scholastic
achievement, leadership ability, and extracurricular ac-
tivities. Nancy is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Don
Murdock of Murray Route 4.
Mrs. Randy L. Herndon Is
Honored At Bridal Events
Mrs. Randy U. Herndon, the
former Judy Ann - Brown
before her recent wedding,
was, complimented with
special bridal events. She is
the daughter of Mrs. Barbara
Nell Brown of Mayfield, and
her husband is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas E. Herndon
of Murray.
Friends of the High Point
Baptist Church. Mayfield,
honored her with a gift tea in
the church fellowship hall.
Approximately —60 persons
attended or sent gifts.
A gift tea was given by





Associated Press Food Editor
SUMMER SUPPER
Sea'shells Plus
Salad Bowl Bread Tray
Fruit Beverage
SEASHELLS PLUS





tiny leas in butter
sauce
4 to 8 strips bacon,
crisply cooked and
crumbled
Cook seashells according to
package directions. Cook peas
according to package direc-
tions. Mix shells and peas; top
with bacon. Makes 4 to 6
servings.
Baptist Church, Murray, at
the church fellowship hall.
Attending or sending gifts
were approximately 60 per-
sons.
Miss Teresa Cunningham
and Mrs. Steve Hargrove
entertained with a personal
shower at the Cunningham
home, 1100 Berkshire Court,




Groups A and B of the
Ladies Tennis of the Murray
Country Club will play on
Monday, June 25, at 9:30 a.m.,
and on Tuesday. June 26, at 9
a.m., respectively, at the club.
Members are asked to note
time change on Tuesday.
Pairings for Group A on
Monday are as follows:
Lois Keller, Shirley Homra,
Lillie Johnson, and Brenda
Marquardt.
Nancy Whitmer, Ellen





Pairings for Group B on
▪ Tuesday are as follows:
Carol Boaz, Patsy Greer,
Penny Cappock, and Patsy
Miller.
Lynn Stout, Kay Ray,
Lochie Landolt, and Agnes
Payne.
Joni Billington, Jean Hurt,








Regular '6.98 Value Pak
• 9 Pieces of Chicken
• 1 Large Mashed Potatoes
• 1 Large Coleslaw















































Congress can't seem to break
itself., of the habit of trying to
sneak pay raises for itself
through the back door.
Earlier this year, a House
Ways and Means subcommittee
proposed to give members of
Congress a $50-a-day tax deduc-
tion for Washington expenses.
If approved, that would have
meant nearly $5000 more a year
in the pockets of moat represen-
tatives and senators.
That was about the time the
Senate was reneging on its and
the House's commitment to
limit outside earnings ( Mostly
from speaking fees) to $8625 a
year. The restriction was part
of a deal under which Congress
gave itself a $12,900 pay raise in
1977 that lifted salaries to
$57,500 a year.
Then just the other day, the
House went through some
legislative contortions in-which
it first tried to give
congressmen a 7 percent pay
raise, then knocked it down to
5.5 percent and finally decided
it might be the better part of
political valor not to give them-
selves a raise at all.
The gymnastics occurred on
a pay-raise amendrneqt at-
tached to a legislatilfe ap-
propriations bill by the House
_Appr_lopriations Committee.
With the skids greased by the
leadership, a 5.5 percent pay
raise sailed through on a voice
vote until it came time to put
their names on the line in a vote
on the entire package—the bill
plus the pay-raise amendment.
Fearful by that time of the
political consequences of voting
Business Mirror
themselves more money, the
House sent the bill back to com-
mittee, from which it
presumably will,return minus
the pay raise amendment.
The sorry episode should be
another reminder to members
that if they think they're en-
titled to more money, they
ought to consider it in a
straight-forward manner. The
truth probably is that they
resort to deviousness, disguises
and non-recorded votes
because constituents think







By WALTER R. MEARS Sunday School
AP Special Correspondent
Senate And SALT II
-
WASHINGTON''( AP ) — The Senate
does not customarily 4e41ect treaties
outright — but it has been known to
amend them to oblivion. And that is the
administration's real problem in the
campaign for SALT II.
If President Carter and his allies can
guide the pact to the point of final ap-
proval without major- changes — which
Would require new negotiations with the
Soviet Union — they've probably won.
But getting it there is going to be
difficult. Some of the people Carter
most needs on his side, including Senate
Republican Leader Howard H. Baker
Jr., are saying the treaty will have to be
amended in order to gain the two-thirds
vote required to approve ratification.
Not even the most ardent critics of
the treaty Carter and Soviet President
Leonid Brezhnev signed in Vienna will
confess to being against arms
limitation in principle. But to a senator,
they say they will oppose any pact that
does not safeguard American security,






NEW YORK (AP) — Recession,
officially, is measured by the numbers.
When output of goods and services,
declines for two successive quarters,
say the keepers of the .numbers, we
have a recession.
Even before we tumble into the
economic pits we use the numbers to
guide us. Like a pilot flying on in-
struments, we seek guidance from the
dials of production, jobs, sales, credit
and like.
This is fine for economists, and ob-
viously necessary too, but for the the
mass of people a recession has come to
mean not so much a , numerical
measurement as a mood, an attitude, a
perception of times.
Ask almost anyone, if the past four
years have been been economically
good years or poor. They likely will
choose the latter. And yet, the economy
has been expanding rather than
receeding.
"So what," they are likely to say,
"my ,buying power hasn't expanded."
And, were it their style to do so, they
could illustrate their case with the
same numbers used to show that times
are good.
• They could show that in the 12 months
through March, straight-time wages
rose 7.8 percent, but prices jumped 10.2
percent, resulting in a net loss of buying
power. "Isn't that recession?" they
ask
They know that passbook savings
earn less than 6 percent interest, and
U.S. Savings Bonds no more than 6.5
percent if held a minimum of five
years, while the inflation rate is 13.9
percent. A net loss, they say.
They know that inflation has shrunk
their life insurance values, that they
can't afford college for the kids, that
the house they aspired to is beyond
their reach, and that they've had to
retrench.
The mood of personal recession is
measured by consumer polls. During
the past four years. officially one of the
longest continuous economic ex-
pansions in our history, consumer
moods soured.
Which attitude is real: The official
one, that the economy has been strong
and expanding, or the mood, based
mainly on personal experience, that the
economy has been getting sicker all the
time?
Each has it's use, but they cannot be
interchanged. But inevitably they are.
The official statistics, valuable to
professionals, are too often offered to
the public as evidence of their
misperceptions.
If anything, that use can only make
ordinary individuals more cynical. Who
knows the condition of family finances
better than the head of a family? Who
knows better how that family interprets
its condition?
And so we continue the dichotomy.
Officially, the expansion continues — in
that the nation's overall output of goods
and services continues to grow.
But ask the next person you meet to
assess his personal finances and he will
tell you bluntly and simply, and quite
accurately tobl,that the padding in his
wallet has been shrinking for many
months.
Letter To The Editor
Thanks
Editor:
Kathy and I would like to thank the
people of this community for their
wonderful support, interest, and kind--
ness during my campaign for Gover-
nor. Our opportunity to come to know so
many of you was a rare privilege.
Many good things have been said
about our campaign, and everyone who
was involved shares the credit.
We will return, often I hope, to visit
you again, but meanwhile I will carry
the knowledge of your support far past
this Primary. It means a great deal to
me and my /amity. -
Again, thanks for everything.
Sincerely,
Harvey I. Sloane, M.D.
'Irouisville, Ky.
Bible Thought
Then drew near to Him all the pub-
licans and sinners for to hear him.
Luke 15:1
So many people today complain
that they cannot see or hear Cod, but
they have not drawn close enough to
Him to either set or heir
President Carter, of course, insists
that it does. Indeed, he argues that
SALT II would make a positive con-
tribution to U.S. security.
But security, in the age of nuclear
standoff, is in the eye of the beholder.
When senators like Henry M. Jackson,
D-Wash., behold SALT, they see ap-
peasement.
Carter told Congress Monday night
the treaty "will become the most
exhaustively discussed ... of our time,
perhaps of all time."
The president said administration
experts will discuss every detail, and he
will personally "explain it throughout
our nation, to every American who will
listen."
The opposition will be doing the same
thing. Because of its timing, the treaty
debate will rapidly become blended
with the politics of 1980, for the Senate
will be considering it late into the fall,
and it is not impossible that the final
votes will come early in 1980, as the
campaign for the White House begins in
earnest.
So the president has political as well
as diplomatic prestige at stake. Unless
he can get the Senate to approve the
treaty without significant change, he
enters the campaign with a dent in his
image.
By the time all the words are uttered
and it comes time to vote, a good many
people are likely to be thoroughly
confused. The SALT treaty is long.
complex, and contested on point after
point. What one side calls a contribution
to peace and American well being. the
other side calls a sellout — and on the
same set of facts.
It's enough to make an ad-
ministration lobbyist yearn for the
simpler days of the Panama Canal
treaties, when the issue •was
and simple as it was emotional—
The canal deal was yes or no, give up
the waterway to Panama or refuse to
yield it. The Senate said yes.
The arms accord is a collection of
maybes, despite the fact that, as Carter
Aoted it puts equal ceilings on the
strategic arsenals of both sides.
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Speaking as a king to his successor,
an aged warrior to a young man of
peace, a man of varied and rich ex-
perience to one of inexperience, and as
a father to a son, David delivered a
brief, pointed, impressive, and un-
forgettcible charge to Solomon: "Shew
thyselfl man." He wanted Solomon to
be 'Spirit-controlled, fearless above
bribery and corruption, and vitally
identified withlhe best interest of the
people, there tW glorifying God and
being a blessing to his nation.
Solomon's reign began with devotion
to God and to duty. One of his first acts
as king was to go to Gibeon, where the
tabernacle was located, for the express
purpose of worshiping God. There he
placed 1,000 burnt offerings on the altar
as a sacrifice unto the Lord. What an
act of love and devotion! After a day at
worship Solomon fell into a deep sleep.
Out of appreciation of his sincerity of
purpose, God appeared to him in a
dream, desirous of disclosing His will to
him and of blessing him.
The Proposition
To Solomon God made a generous
proposition: -Ask what I shall give
thee." God, the Great Giver, Who
always efights to give in large
measure, was desirous that Solomoli.,
• make it possible for Him to bestow upon
him some wonderful gift, so He offered
Rim his choice of blessings from the
• divine storehouse.
The Prayer
Solomon's response to God's gracious
offer was prompt. In his prayer the
element of thanksgiving carne first. He
expressed appreciation for the mercy
and faithfulness of God in dealing with
his. father, David. Solomon
acknowledged that God had bestowed
upon him the high privilege of reigning
over his people as their king. He was
truly grateful for every manifestation




his father and himself. His genuine
humility was revealed in his admission
of a lack of wisdom for the proper
administration of the stupendous task
which had been committed to him.
Realizing his limitations and his
dependence on God, Solomon made the
confession: "I am but a little child: I
know not how to go out or come in."
Neither can we perform the tasks
assigned to us without the help of God.
The Petition
When God gave Solomon the privilege
of asking what he would, he carefully
considered his needs before making his
request. There were many things for
which he might have asked — pleasure,
prosperity, happiness, success, honor,
renown, riches, glory, and long life, --
but he did not do so. He simply asked
for "an understanding heart." With,
becoming modesty and commendable
earnestness he acknowledged his
inadequacy for the assignment that
God had given to him. His immediate
need was the gift of discernment to
know how to be a good king and thereby
please and honor God, to Whom he was
greatly indebted for his excellent op-
portunity for signal service.
God - was highly pleased with
Solomon's wise and unusual request, as
was evidenced by His memorable
reply: "Behold, I have done according
to thy words." Because Solomon asked
for wisdom God graciously and
joyously gave it to him, and then to that
wonderful blessing God generously
added honor, riches, and victory over
his enemies, those excellent blessings
which he had not even requested. Let
us, too, ask God for an understanding
heart to discern between good and evil
in order that we may always choose the
bttst! That course of conduct will prove
to be profitable, and will never be a
cause of regret. God-given insight
enables us to make wise decisions
which result in proper conduct.
Calloway County
—125
By Dorothy and Ktnby Jennings
Copyright, iins
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No matter what the source of any fire in the county, existing
conditions resulted in the events being credited to Night Riders.
This was also the case in a fire originating at the Wells 'Jackson
place in Crossland during the week of Oct. 1, destroying the 0. H.
Wilson Dry Goods store and warehouse, J. D. McLeod's store;'the
post office and ice house, and the vacated residence of Dr. Parvin
Crawford.
Pressure of state troops in Calloway County with nightly pa-
trols on lonely roads, similarly in Bowling Green and Hopkinsville,
had created general resentment among citizens. The troops' pres-
ence had an adverse effect on the social, economic and spiritual life
of this and other communities. In addition, the failure by the Com-
monwealth to convict Jake Ellis in the August term of court and
subsequent continuance of the case to the November term of circuit
court convinced the prosecuting ittOrneys of the absolute inability
of ever securing a conviction in Calloway. It was obvious the failure
to secure conviction was the sample fact that no jury could be as-
sembled which did not have members of the Planters Protection
Association on the panel; thus with sympathizers on any pa
nel, it
was obvious Association members would be more than tolerant o
f
the outlaw band of Night Riders, effecting biased verdicts.
As an alternative in Kentucky, which depended on tobacco 
cul-
ture for its principal source of tax revenue, an executive o
rder by
Gov. Augustus Willson was given for the militia to break 
camps
and return to, their homes on Sunday, Dec. 5. The 
announcement
was met with high hopes and cheer with the approaching Christ-
mas holida4. Military law under .the militia had been impo
sed on
the county since April 6, the longest occupgion of s
tate militia in
this County during its entire existence. Despite the early 
antagonisms
in the spring, the folks generally had begun to admire 
and respect
the troopers, even the editor Oleic Ledger paid 
high tribti:textO




10 1 ears Ago
The contract between Local Union
1066 of the AFL-CIO and Murray
Division of the Tappan Company was
ratified today for the next three years,
according to Howard McNeely,
president of the union.
William B. Miller, assistant
superintendent of the Calloway County
Schools, was named as superintendent
by the Calloway Board of Education
He succeeds Buron Jeffrey who has
resigned after serving since July 1.
1950.
Deaths reported include Mrs
Laurine Wood Barlett, 51.
William T. Jeffrey, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William W. Jeffrey of Murray, has
been initiated into the Nu Chapter of
Delta Pi Epsilon, national fraternity for
persons in business education at the
University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Miss Shirley Ann Cochran, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Cochran of
Murray, was married to Robert Keith
Martin, son of Mr. and Mrs. George W.
Martin, Jr., of Princeton on June 6 at
the University Church of Christ.
Michael McCasey, son of Mrs. Della
McCasey of Murray, has been chosen
Outstanding Educator for 1968-69 school
year by the Jaycees of Cedar Lake,
Iowa, where he teaches drama and
English at Hanover Central High
School.
20 Years Ago
Calloway County 9-H Club Members
will camp today through June 26 at the
Western Kentucky 4-H Club Camp at
Dawson Springs.
Jo Cleta Williams and Leroy Bennett
of Murray attended the American Red
Cross National Aquatic School at
Purdue University, La Grange, Ind.
Mrs. H. C. Paschall, Jr., announces
the approaching marriage of her
daughter, Nancy, to Wayne Eric
Straceher, son of Mrs. Frank Straceher
:of Memphis, Tenn.
R. Tidwell of the Reds is the top hitter
in standings of the Little League
Baseball Program at the Murray City
Park. Second place goes to S. Sexton
and third to C. Garland, both of the A's
team.
The comic strip, "Peanuts," begins
publication today in The Ledger &
Times.
30 Years Ago
The Murray City School System will
receive slightly less per capita from the
state this year. for the schools, ac-
cording to City School Supt. W. Z.
Carter. The schools received $26,479
last year as compared with $26,433.84
this year.
More than 100 Girl Scouts are
enrolled in Day Camp in the Murray
City Park this week, according to Mrs.
Lee Williams, camp director.
Walter Highsmith is visiting Murray
after an absence of 47 years. He and his
wife, and his sister, Mrs. Inez Dodson,
of Nettleton, Ark., are guealliof his
nephew and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Wildie -
Ellis.
Mr. and Mrs. Olice Wilson announce
the marriage of their daughter, Carla
Olean, to John Paul Butterworth, son of
Dr. and Mra. A. D. Butterworth. The
vows were read on April 9.
Births reported include tAiio boys to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Young' on June 16,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Glen Rudolph on
June 18, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. E. F.
Alexander on June 20.
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, June 72, the 173rd
day of 1979. There are 192 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1941, Germany in-
vaded the Soviet Union in World War IL
On this date:
In 1773, Spanish Dominican friars
entered what is now California and
established the first settlement.
In 1815, Napoleon Bonaparte was
forced to abdicate for the second time.
In 1870, Congress established the
Department of Justice.
In 1911, Britain's King George V and
Queen Mary were crowned in London.
In 1937, Joe Louis became the world
heavyweight boxing champion by
knocking out Jim Braddock in a match
in Chicago.
In 1940, France and Germany signed
a World War II armistice.
.Ten years ago: American entertainer
Judy Garland died in London at the age
of 47.
Five years ago: The United States
told Israel it did not plan to sell
weapons to either. Egypt or Syria.
One year ago: It was disclosed that
four German terrorist suspects had
been arrested in Bulgaria and turned
over to the West German government.-
It was the first such cooperative police
tiatin I9y a Soviet bloc country.
Today's birthdays: Writer Anne
Morrow Lindbergh is 7311Movie director
Billy Wilder is 73. Dancer and
choreographer Gower Champion is 58.
-Fashion designer Bill Blass is 57.
Theatrical producer and director
Joseph Papp is 57.
Thought for today: One today is
worth two tomorrows -- Benjamin
Franklin, 1706-1790
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HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
12th & Main- !Slurra Ky
Attend The Cburch Of Your Choice
9k tohnrianh
Bibles & Church Supplies
Reference & Inspirational Books













Complete Automatic Transmission Service
•Compliere Time imp & Repair Service












UNIROYALI Carroll Tire Service
1105 Pogue
Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1'1 Block E. of S. 12th
Phone 753-1489
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
8th & Chestnut 753:4832
The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd 753-2411
DeVanti's Steak
& Pizza House
°mar 1 ff0A f/Lw
America's Favorite
641 North Hwy. ive  753-9002
Kenlake Marine
J. W. WILHAM-MGR.
Ski Boat and Pontoon Boat Rental
Ky. Lake State Pork Ph. 474-2245
1(tntmekii fried Chicken
"It's Finger lickin' Good"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches




South 12th St. - Murray
























Morning Worship 11 (Warn
Everung Worship 630p m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10 45s in
Evening Worship 7 00 pm
WEST FORK
Morning Worship 11 00a 111
Sunday Evening 6:00 p in
Wednesday Evening 7 00p in
NNIUNG SPRING
Morning Worship 11 00 am
Evening Worship 7 00 p in
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship 11 00a in
Evening Worship • 7 00 p m
HAZEL BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11 00a in
Evening Worship 7 30p in
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship 11 00a.m.
Evening Worship 6 30 pm
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School 9.45 a rn
Morning Worship 10 45 a .m.
Singing, Evening Wors 5.30.6 00 p m
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship 11 Warn.
Evening Worship 6 30 p.m
MUM BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11 00 a .m
Evening Worship 7 lep m.
Miii1001111 BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10 50 a.m.
Evening Worship 6 00 pm
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship :1 00am
Evening Worship 7 00 p.m
FEINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Evening-Worship 6'45 p.m
CHERRY CORNER
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7 00 p.m
• ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11 Warn
Evening Worship 6 45 p.m
SALEM BAPTIST
storoing Worship 11.90 a.m.
Evening Worship 7 15 p m
suGie mat
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7 15 p.m
OWENS CHAPEL
Morning Worship 11 00a in
Evening Worship 5 30 p.m &6 00p m
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School 9 30 am.
Worship 11 Warn
LOON OAB PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday 2 00 p.m
Trd Sunday 10 30 a.m
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School 10 00 a m.
Worship Service 11 00 a m
Evening Service 6 00 p m
COLDWATER
Morning Services 13 00 a .m
Evening Services 6 00 p m
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11 Warn
Evening Worship 6 30 p.m
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship 11 00a m
Evening Worship 7 00 p.m
CHESTNUT STREET GENERAL
Sunday School 10 00 a.m
Morning Worship 11 Warn.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Preaching iroolirelks 00 p m












ST. JOHN BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship 10 AS a.m
Sunday School 9•10a.m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service 6 30 p.m
Sunday School 10 00 a in
Worship Sermce II 00 a.m
Sunday Nile 6 30 p.m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School 10 a.rn
Preaching Service 11 a .m
Nightly Service Sp m
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH '
Sunday School ' 10 00 a Fri
Morning Worship 11 Warn
Evening Worship 7 00 p.m
Wednesday Evening 7 00 pin
Christian
FIRST OIROTIAN
Worship Services 1045a .m .6 00 p.m
MURRAY OIRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship -10'30am
Bible School 9 30 a.m
Evening Service 6 00 p.m.
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Woodman of World Bldg
Sunday School 10 45 a.m
Evening Service 4 30 p m
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Mass la m .11a m.4 30 p m
Saturday Mass 6 30p m
CHRISTIAN SCIDia
SERVICES
Farmer Ave and 17th St. Murray. Ky
Sundays 11 00 a m Testimony meeting
second Wednesday I p in
JENOV 'S WITNESSES
Watchtower 10 30a m
Bible 1-ecture 9 30 a m
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour 9 45 a in
Church School 11 00 a m
INMAN uti LUIHMAN -
Sunday School 1015 a m
(Inech Service 11 Warn
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat 10 30 a m





Somewhere m the back of your mind, thoro may be a 'yawns Moan( that sonwthang la
miming on your Mo. As a child you may have spent a groat deal of time in your church. You
mop be roll-grausedod in the fundamentals of your religion It may Puree been a major
 10-
11uonot in your libt but lately you hays drifted away
Vat, weak after weak goes by and you fail to renew your coonnwtmont to your church.
What's keeping you away—only ono slung, yourself Only you can make that Plasma to re-
turn to your church. God can Nolo but you must, first, make the Mort. Phial's keeping you?
Attend the church or sysionoguo of your chows thni week-





Morning Worship 11 00a in
Evening Worship 6 30 p
UNIVERSITY
Morning Worship 10 30 an:
Evening Worship _6 00p in
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study 10 a n.
Worship Service 10 45 a.m. & 6 p in
Wed. Worship 7:30p
wiSs AILIRRAT
Morning Worship 10: 50 a .•
Evening Worship 600p
UNION GROVE




Bible Study 45 •
Worship Service !
Evening Worship , . .•





















































',.erung Worship 5-30 pm
s• S' P.S Worship 5 00 p m
o4.9.inesday Evening 6 30 p in
Presbyterian
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School 10 00 •.m
Worship Service II 00am.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School 9 45 am.
Worship Service 11 00am
OAR GROVE
Sunday School • 10 00am.
Worship Services 11 am 7 p.m.
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morrung Worship 11.00a.m.
Evening Worship 7 00p.m
_MIST PRESEITTERIAN








Worship Services 11 -00a .m., 6 00 pm
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School logo arm
Worship Services 11 00 am., 730 p.m.
FIRST ASSEMBLY
OF GOD
Sunday School , 10.00am
Morning Worship 11:00am
Sunday Evening 7:00 p.m
Thurs Nite 7...00prn.
UNITED, 310 RVAN AVE.
Sunday School 10:00am
Evening Worship 7 00pm
Dl WARDS CHAPEL




Sunday Worship 10 00 am £7 00p.m.
Tues.& Shuts 7.00p.m.





D & W Auto Supply





Go To Church Sunday






Sunday School 11 00a m
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship 11 Warn
Sunday School 10 00am
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Worship II 00 a m
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service 9 30 a ni
Sunday School 10 30 a.m
GOOD SHIPNERD UNITED
Worship Service 11 00 a.m
Sunday School 10 00 a 711
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School 10:00 am
Morning Worship 1100 a in
KIMSEY UNITED
Sunday School 10:00•rn
Morning Worship 11:00 • m
Evening Worship 7:00pm.
CO WATER *EYED
Worship Service.,11 00 am 1st & 2nd
Sunday. 1000 a m !Ird & 4th. Sunday
School 10 00 am 1st & 2nd Sunday, 11 00
a.m 3rd & 4th Sunday
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship 10 00 a _m
Sunday Schuul ii.00
FIRST MI-ENCINO
Worship 0 45& 10 50. m
RUSSELS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10 00 aril
Morning Worship 11:00 arr.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service 9 45 a In
Church School 10 45 a in
GOSINDI METHODIST
Church School 10 00 am)
Worship Service 11 Warn
Evening Services Worship 6 30 pm
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service 10 00 a m
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunda) School 10 Warn
Worship 1100am .6 00pm
" MT. NEBRON
Worship Service 10 00a m 1st Sunday &
11 00 am 3rd Sunday. Sunday Sdanil
11 00 a.m Ist Sunday - 10 00 a m 2nd
3rd & 4th Sunday
NT. CARMEL
Worship Service 10 Warn 2nd Sunday.
11 00 a m 4th Sunday, Sunday School








1st & 3rd Sunday Night
10 45a m
9 30 a m
10 30 a m
6 00p m




Morning Worship 11.00a m




 109 45 a inMorningmWorship
11. 311 p .m_
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10 00am





Randy Thornton Service Co.
Aor Condnooning Hoohno Connroorciol Ref riconeWn
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE








Rt. 4 Murray, Ky. 753-1717
Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B., Sears, -Gen. Meleager, . • .
soloMp Groom, Calloway Norsholll Offish Caontion in ref . sod Hoary Co.,
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Parker'
Ford Inc._
















A c ti  and Alt9.3
Bob Dunn, R. Ph.
Street 15°. Discount Cash IL Corry 713-1462
On Presccirions
*, Sue & Charlie's Restaurant
Famous Fish Dinners




S H 1 IL
Oil Company
JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
Murray SPrVIRI Calloway, Gray's,
753 1323 end Carliolo Cotomlos
MOPS Hendon's Service Station
66 CLOSED ON SUNDAVI, , ...,
• PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS 
_, _
'No. 4th Street Phone 753-1921
Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service
Phone 753-5802 205 N. 4th St.
a
•Piva •Pasta• S and wicket
12th dr Chestnut. 759-4646
. 701 Main 753-5773
Serving Murray For 25 Years
Pete and Anthony Rutledge
105 Pine St. 753-3452 or 753-6565




Next time you get the urge to
play around in Florida .
Come to Daytona's Castaway,
the state's most complete play-
ground for singles and -families
alike. Check these features .
E 650 ft on Beach & Oceai-
c 300 Rooms, Efficiencies,
-- Suites & Apartments
C Restaurant & Lounge
C Night Club, Dancing &
Entertainment
C 2 Pools, Kiddie Poo! &
- Playground
C Volleyball & - Ittleboard
0 Basketball, G Room
C Sauna. Exercise Rooms
El Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
12 Color TV & Refrigerator
C Tenni? & Golf Privileges




ri Ample 'self parking
Come play in our playground.
h's Daytona's most complete






2075 S Atlantic Ave .
PC Box 7437 i
I Daytona Beach. Fla. 32016 1
Ph (904) 255-6461 I
1 Please send new color
I brochure & rate sheet 1
'Name  1
I Street 1
I City State_ I•••
Lower Prices Luring Thousands Indictments Issued In Wells Fargo Robbery
To Convert To Natural Gas Heat
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Lured by lower prices and
promises of plentiful supplies,
thousands of Americans are
turning to natural gas instead
of oil to heat their homes.
"We're backlogged by 800
customers at this point," said
Louis R. Hampton, Oesident
of the Providence, R.I., Gas.
Co. "Gas at the moment is
considerably cheaper than
oil."
Columbia Gas of Ohio ex-
pects to add 7,000 customers
this year; Intermountain Gas
in Idaho has signed up 1,200
-families so far in 1979; and the
president of Northern Utilities




Association says 'its members
I reported that 144,000
customers converted from oil
th gas last year; this year,
said spokesman Terry Uhl,
the figure is expected to be
even higher.
Between 60 percent and 65
percent of American homes
• ••"' -Ilk use natural gas; about half as
many use heating oil. Heating
oil prices are soaring,
however; they are expected to
hit 80 cents a gallon this
winter, up from 50 cents at the 
start of the 1978 heating
season. There are warnings of
shortages, particularly in the
Northeast, which relies
heavily on oil. And price and
supply are prompting some
people to switch fuels.
Heating bills vary widely,
but a look at some averages
shows that the savings
achieved by switching can be
dramatic.
The National Oil Jobbers
Council estimates that the
average household which uses
oil consumes about 1,300
gallons during the heating
season. At 80 cents per gallon,
that would mean an annual
bill of $1,040.
The American Gal_
Association says the average
gasheated household used
78,000 cubic feet during the
1978-79 heating season. The'
group said the current
average price is $2.53 per
thousand cubic feet for a
heating bill of just under $200.
Prices are-rting, but even if
they ruched $6 per 1,000 cubic
feet, the annual bill still would
be only $468 — less than half
the amount spent by a family
with oil heat.
Individuals aren't the only
ones who are changing to
natural gas. In New York City,
the Lefrak Organization,
announced it was converting
54 buildings with 9,214
apartments from oil to gas.
Legislation passed by
Congress in 1978 lifted price
controls on natural gas in a
series of steps designed to
result in nearly complete
deregulation by 1985. It




after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, it's my job to help you make the
most of your now noighborhood. Oar shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
of facts to saw* you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.
fl'elcome tl'agon
Inge King 492-8348 4. Mary Hamilton 753-5570
boosts for consumers. It also.
is expected to bring increased
supplies and has prompted.,
some authorities to lift
restrictions on utilities which
had been prohibited from
adding new natural gas
customers.
The Washington Gas Light
Co., which supplies the
District of Columbia and its
Maryland and Virginia
suburbs, had not accepted new
customers for over five years.
Area public service com-
missions okayed a limited
expansion._ last year and
company spokesman Paul
Young said Washington Gas
Light is adding customers at
the rate of 2 percent or 11,000
to 12,000 a year. "Supplies
have been improving for this
area and we are now showing
a steady growth period," said
Young.
Columbia Gas of Ohio
recently ended a .seven-year
moratorium on new
cusiiimers and spokesmen say
they have a backlog of 10,000
to 14,000 orders for residential
service. Dave Talbot of East
Ohio Gas Co. said over 85
percent of the new homes built
in his company's service area
are using natural gas. "We
have a lot of customers who
are switching from oil to gas
and we are picking up a
number of commercial ac-
counts that are changing
over," he said.
William Chapman of Idaho's
Intermountain Gas said
growth was small last year,
but is up sharply in 1979. He
said supplies were
cellent" and the company,
which now has 96,000
customers, could add 70,000
more without trouble. Prices
also are up; Chapman
estimated that increases are
running parallel to the general
rise in the Consumer Price
Index.
William Keveney of Nor-
theast Utilities in Connecticut
expects a 10 percent to 15
percent boost in prices. "Gas
will cost the customer more,
but will not touch the
escalation that has gone on for
oil," said Keveney. Bruce
Griffin of the nearby Southern
Connecticut Gas Corp., said:
"There are a lot of people who
want to convert to natural gas
... There's hysteria in the oil
market."
Northern States Power Co.
in Fargo, N.D., said it plans a
"low-key promotion" to at-
tract new customers. "We feel
natural gas is going to be in
demand because of its lower
cost compared to fuel oil,"
said company spokesman Joe
Peterson, Northern States
currently charges $3.88 for
1,000 cubic feet of gas. That's
the equivalent of 46.4 cents a
gallon for heating oil,
Peterson said.
In the state of Washington,
electricity has been a
traditional favorite for
heating because of low prices
due to hydroelectric power.
Now, however, electricity
prices are rising and William
Wortley of Washington
Natural Gas, said conversions
are increasing twice as fast as
had been expected.
FLOTE-BOTE
Don't let the good times get by you. Get a Flote-Bote
Pontoon from Happy Holiday Travel, nc.
We have in stock both stern drives and outboards. We
also have a new low priced model Flote-Bote.
Doe McClure Grayson McClure
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky lake
Tolo 44 lost out of Were, io 7 mile Iwo rook, on 760 folio. 750 for 7 looglys post 
loon, s &Torr.', feltr blorri,,,




NEWPORT, Ky. (AP) —
Federal indictments have
been returned against a father
i and son in connection with the
$3 0,0 0 0 "Geronimo's
. Revenge" robbery of a Wells
Fargo armored truck.
Howard T. Kalsbeck, 49, and
his son, Howard Dennis Kelly,
28, were indicted Thursday by
a federal grand jury at
Lexington, according to the
office of US. Attorney James
Areheart in Covington. They
are being held in New York
state.
They were indicted on one
count each of theft from an
interstate shipment, tran-
sporting stolen goods in in-
terstate commerce & using a
firearm to commit a felony,
and conspiracy. Kelly was
indicted on an additional count
of interstate transportation of
a firearm by a convicted felon,
said a spokesman in
Areheart's office.
Kelly had three previous
convictions, according to John
Kelly, agent in charge of
organized crime with the
Cincinnati FBI.
The accused father and son
were held by federal
authorities in Rochester,
N.Y., under $50,000 each..
The two, originally
Rochester residents, were
arrested Wednesday, two days
after the armored truck was
robbed and found abandoned
in northern Kentucky.
A long letter, pierced with
an arrow and titled
"Geronimo's Revenge, was on
the front seat of the truck.
It reportedly contained
complaints that $4 an hour
was not sufficient pay for a
Wells Fargo employee.
Vincent Behan, agent In
charge of the FBI office at
Covington, said Kalsbeck left
three letters for neighbors
asking them to take care of his
wife, Joyce.
"If I let Howie go out by
himself, he would have killed
someone or got killed," said
one letter. "I couldn't let this
happen.1 I
"Our agent came across
them in the first interview
with Mrs. KaLsbeck," said
Behan.
He said the men were traced
to Rochester by two telephone
numbers found in Kalsbeck's
home. The Rochester FBI
checked on the numbers and
found a car rented June 13 by
Kalsbeck in his own name.
The two men were arrested
early Wednesday.
"A lot of people, in the back
of their minds, don't realize
what an investigation will turn
up quickly," Behan said.
"I don't think he had any
thought that he would be tied
up to Rochester."
Kelly, who uses the maiden
last name of his mother, used
the name of David Peter
Preston to get the driving job
with Wells Fargo, the FBI
said.
"They company haven't
given any indication, but I
would have to assume that
they didn't know his
background," said Hugh
Higgins, FBI agent in charge
at Rochester.
In Atlanta, Ga., Timothy W.
Hughes, vice president for
personnel at Wells Fargo,
refused to say how Kelly was
hired. "We don't see what that
would add," said Hughes.
Police in Rochester said
Kelly was convicted in 1975 of
stealing $2,000 from a police
department safe where he
worked as a property clerk.
He was also convicted of
unauthorized use of a motor
vehicle and later on a federal
charge of interstate tran-
sportation of a stolen vehicle
and was placed on a year's
probation after testifying as a
Venom -from poisonous
snakes is made up of six to
eight, separate substances —
some more harmful than
others. A snake can contrca
the amount of venom it
releases with each strike, and
possibly the proportions of




Kelly was employed at
Wells Fargo for about a month
before Monday's incident.
Campbell County police said
the abandoned truck was
found in nearby Silver Grove,
Ky. Another driver was left
handcuffed and his eyes
taped.
The FBI said all or most of
the money was recovered.
MISS YOUR PAP?
Isbosteots nibs Iwo est
reseleed their bemodelleired
eigie lbe invite taw a
lbw kr WO p.a. Mosilny-
Many
.
 orW MS p.a. on
Sonistisys ors wood to all
753-1916 booms 6:30
ad 4 p.n., lloottay-frkkef, or
3:30 p.a. and 4 Sow
dies, to law, dolivory if Not
soorspopot. Calls mot Is
placed by 6 pa. soak/boys or

















We appreciate the past 12 years of
your loyal patronage and renew our
pledge to offer quality merchandise
at the lowest possible prices...We
invite, you to use our convenient
lay- way plan. We accept Visa and
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A Business
That's What New NBA Owner Will





P) - Why would a knart
sinessman like George
Maloof want to buy a pro
basketball team?
Hasn't the new owner of the
Houston Rockets heard it's a
• tlying sport? Doesn't he know
Interest is down to the point
'ipihere test patterns draw
higher ratings on television
than National Basketball
vssociation games? Does he
enjoy throwing his money
away?
Not Maloof. He's going into
this venture with both eyes
aide open and he likes what he
Sees.
"I expect the Rockets to
'Make money ,next season,"
said Maloof. "I looked at this
thing- for six months before I
blade the decislin to buy. My
Controller looked into it. My
accounting firm looked into it.
I would not have gotten in-
volved if they had told me I
vas going to lose money."
; While he clearly enjoys
Owning an NB4 team, Maloof
Is not the type of man who
spends $10 million on ,a
;
..
•,, By KEN RAPPOPORT
: AP Sports Writer
: l'orn Lasorda was having
Ilinch..and it came to him
ehile passing the pasta.
! "I had a feeling about
Putting Steve Yeager back
behind home plate," said the
lianager of the Los Angeles
*Pagers. _
.,
: So Lasorda made up thelineup card Thursday night,
E
g in the name of his
ubled catcher. And the
ision looked like solid gold
4ter Yeager blasted a three-
iOri homer to help the slump-
4dden Dodgers beat the
Atlanta Braves 6-4.
t "You always feel better
*hen you contribute," said
plaything to gratify his ego.
He is a shrewd businessman
based in New Mexico with
interests in banking, hotels,
trucking and liquor
distribution worth about $100
million.
And he expects to make
money from the Rockets by
applying the same principals
he has applied. to his other
businesses,.
"The customer is king,"
Maloofiaid during a break at
the NBA Board of Governors
meeting, where his acquisition
of the Rockets was officially
conf inned Thursday.
•- "I learnedwthat as a young
boy, working at my father's
general store in Las Vegas,
N.M. We catered to our
?tstomers. Some of them
would travel 15 or 20 miles to
get to our store, so we had a
corral or their horses out
back.ALthe store was closed
and a custotner showed up, we
would go down and open it and
do anything the customer
wanted.
"My philosophy has been
built around the customer
and, quite frankly,! have been
very successful with that
philosophy. With the Rockets,
the fan is our customer - and
we intend to do everything for
him."
Maloof feels he has the
makings of a championship
team, with the key component
-being center Moses Malone, - -
the NBA's most valuable tio„ Allalliadk
player last season. Malone's
contract runs out .after one
more year but Maloof has
already begun negotiations on
a long-term extension.
"I think Moses is the
greatest basketball player in
the world," said Maloof,
knowing full well that such a
statement will only increase
Malone's asking price.
have the greatest respect for
him and will spend what it
- takes to keep him in Houston.•'
Maloof, ' 56, has been
chairman of the New Mexico
State Racing Commission the
last four years, is chairman o/
the state's Olympic com-
mittee and sponsors -The
Maloofmen" basketball and
baseball teams that have won
12 state AAU titles. He once
considered buying the Boston
Red Sox but balked when he
was unable to obtain full




'Yeager, who went into the
game batting a horrendous
.151. "I know things have been
bad for us so far, but it's just a
matter of some of the guys on
this team turning their
seasons around."
Yeager is one of the keys, of
course. A longtime first-
stringer who helped the
Dodgers win two straight
National League pennants, he
has been generally ineffective
so far this year and has
missed a lot of action.
Before the game, Lasorda
had a heart-to-heart talk with
Yeager.
"I told him I didn't think he
was putting all his ability to
good use," said Lasorda.
-Reggie Smith just played
hard,- said Lasorda. •'He
knew he had to do the .jo_b. He
reached back for that
something ektra tonight."
The game was the only one
played in the National League
Thursday night. In the
American, the New York
Yankees beat the Toronto
Blue Jays 3-1; the Milwaukee
Brewers defeated the - Min-
nesota Twins 3-2; the Oakland
A's outscored the Kansas City
Royals 10-7;. the Boston Red
Sox edged the Detroit Tigers 3-
2; the Chicago White Sox
whipped the Seattle Mariners
9-5 and the Texas Rangers
posted a 3-2 decision over the
California Angels in 11 in-
nings.
HOUSEBOATS
Your very own mobile cottage on the lake. . . Why dream
and wish. . . Do ft! Make that move to a new or used house
boat from Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Our house boat business is the best ever. You can be the














See... naturally... pie Houseboat People
Don 1111cCioee
Grayson McClure
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama .bores on kentuchy like




The Yanks' Todd Ross slides into second base as the Pirates' Jimmy Bran-
sititiati
VI
nan reaches for the throw in the Little League game yesterday. Results,
page10. 
bY Toni %Noon
ILF HAS LOW TIRE
KES EVEN DAY!
If you've been limping along on
wornout tires simply because you've been
waiting for a sale, here's some really good
news! At your participating neighborhood
Gulf dealer, you'll find low tire
prices every day! (365 days a year.) Yes.
A dependable, popular-Priced
tire. Four ply polyester cord
.L body.
i• WMITEMMLLS 73 00 MORE P441 TIRE
A lower Cost radial tire alter-
native :Two wide steel belts
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/ow prices on quality tires
that are constructed for the long haul.
When you shop participating Gulf dealers
you cart be confident you're getting a
good deal on a great tire. Just check these
everyday low prices! And start saving today!
Good mileage at a medium
price Two fiberglass belts
over two bias polyester
cord body plies
9
SIZE B78-1 3 FE T S1 86
DOr best mileage getter.
Two wide steel belts over









775 14 2 7 4o."
2.34 43. 95
GM 14 2.63 ,46.96
4 2.71 4146
4 4.1111 sties









I r.;‘, '• 2.21 61.115
f7-1774 •1 '4 7.36 63,95
2-55 65115
,0 74 ?09 ' 4 244 73.95
'4 215;1'14 2.06 74.95
r.77 773 15,209,1 15 2.73 79.96
HAM 1521 514-1!' 2.14 70.05
A18-1522577-15 3.14 41.05
)974 '523577 15 3.30 $3.95
WHY WAIT FOR A
TIRE SALE?
0 .4
See these Gulf Dealers for their Everyday Low Prices
University Gulf
"LD" Workman
6 Points Murray, Ky.
Lovett Prothers
Gulf
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Gottfried 'Looks Forward' To '79 Season
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
There's still, yawn, 70 days
until Murray State's season-
opening football game at
Southeast Missouri, but Coach
Mike_ Gottfried had machine
gun-like answers to questions
concerning he and his staff's
plans until then.
• 'We'll go into our meetings
July 15 for a week, and all
the coaches will group and go
over their plans," Gottfried
said between bites of salad
during lunch yesterday. "Our
offensive playbook is pretty
set, but there's still work to be
done defensively."
Gottfried expresses relief
that several factors facing
him prior to fait season, like
I) establishing a new coaching
system, 2) getting to know the
players and 3 ) working toward
team "togetherness: are
lessened with a season of head
coaching under his belt.
But there are others.
-- Only five players will own
senior status next season, and
Gottfried admits that fact is a
-..,_ssncern to him. "We had ai
lack of leadership last season,
and I think that may have hurt
us:* He hopes that the earning
of co-captains Kris Robbins
and Danny Lee Johnson (on
offense) and Tony Boone and
Terry Love defense) will
instill leadership among the
squad.
— Gottfried figures the
- schedule to be tougher than
last season's, since nearly
all the opponents have
primarily the same squads
returning. And he says a new
opponent, Southeast louisana,
may be the toughest an the
Racers' schedule.
— But the • question mark
that surfaces above all else is
the quarterback spot, vacated
by now-graduate assistant
Mike Dickens.
Before spring drills this
year, Gottfried felt Ricky
Ray, a sophomore from
Owensboro, had the upper
hadd. But he and Bryan Crall,
a junior-college transfer from
Rockford, Ill., battled to a
standoff, arid now Gottfned
doesn't eliminate the




the toughest position fot a
freshman to handle," says
Gottfried, 'because there's so
much leadership involved.
Usually, a freshman just can't
cope with that."
Gottfried has had some
experience at the position, in
- fact, a considerable amount.
He was alour-year starter at
Morehead, and luckily, he
_says, was able to get off to a
good start.
"1 completed my first seven
passes and I was off," Gott-
fried says. "That  would be a
factor to a freshman-if-lie-iv-ere
to start at any position —
getting off on the right foot."
.Three.....freshman quar-
terbacks' will be watched
closely for any ability to help
the Racers quickly.— Winston
Ford, Buddy Phillips and Jeff
Kirk. Ford hails from
Memphis, Phillips is from
Dayton, Ohio, and Kirk is a
native of Gailon, Ohio.
N. But if Danny Lee Johnson
cOmes up with the kind of year
the coaches and most fans
expect turn to, the quar-
terbacking pressures could be
lessened considerably.
Johnson, a 6-1, • 710-pound
juni—o—r-to-be tailhack.,'sikshed
for 1,217 yards and was'Atie
Ohio Valley Conference's
offensive player of the year.
But when the .115 or so
athletes report to the Racer
camp sometime later this
summer, the emphasis will be
on team, rather than in-
dividual, performances.
"I sttll ° believe the
togetherness aspect is very
important," says Gottfried.
"If every player knows each
other well, the mistakes don't
seem to hurt as much. A
player is able to pick a guy up
after a fumble."
And Gottfried has updated
the Murray State philosophy
— from "cautious optimism"
in_ 1978 to "own_ confidence_" •
this season. "Our goal is a
Winning season, the better-
than-.500 mark," Gottfried
admits. "That, and improving
our standing in the league."
Murray State was 4-7 last
season and won only one of six
OVC games, but three of the
conference losses carne by a
touchdown or less. "Every
time we seemed to be a
position to win, we had a
costly mistake kill us,"
Gottfried says. "All you can
hope for in those kinds of
games is that the confidence
and leadership surfaces to pull
you through."
Gottfried knows the .desire
by his players is present. ' 'We
had 15 fights on the field
during the spring, and that
tells me that there are guys
wanting starting jobs. We had
a lot of good, hard hitting, and
that's something that we v4 ere
late in doing my first spring
here."
And defense, something that
rose and fell in waves last
season, shoulcL_show the
biggest :improvement of all,
-Gottfried says. "All the
'players have really taken to
Frank Reamer (the new
defensive coach), and I have a
good feeling Apbout our
defense. I'm tooling forward
to this season."
$20 will buy a reserved
bleacher seat for the five
home games,-and the MSU
1979 Murray State Football Schedule








Oct. 27 +x Eastern Ky.
Nov. 3 + Austin Peal
Nov. 10
Nov. 17 +Western Ky.














A 1 00 p.m.
ticket office offers a family
rate: buy two $20 season
tickets, atig a child's seat may
be purchased for $10.
Reserved box seats are
limited to Racer Club
members.
Ricky Ray (left) and Bryan Crall will battle it out for the Murray Statequarterback spot,
but Racer Coach Mike Gottfried admits that a freshman could see considerable action at the
position before the season is over.
a
That's all it Costs mitra in gas for
a roomy LTD compared to many
subcompacts and imports.
Amazing but true! Based on driving 12,000 miles a year, you can enjoy LTD's full-size
comfort, ride and security for a difference of only about 60° a day.* That's a small price
to pay for your family'scomfort — whether you're car-pool ing around town, or
on a family vacation. Get yourself a Ford LTD today.You'll get
the room you need. And economy you can live with!
Bsed un ieocied gas ca 80 g 'gallon LTD s ERA mdeogeest,mate rs 16 rnp9
C e:imprpre-for-e14, mrer.41) thetittornated M#Xf Of Other Cat i- YOU ITICI ger-1.0e,,2"
Cr how fast icxide1:4, "Vverithe'r oncionon s and
Ford LTD
Parker Ford Inc. Murray Kentucky
FORD
..j., es /Alt.), r nosy, June r 1,1V,
Sports At A Glance -
Baseball Leaders
•07 NATIONAL LEAGUEr BATTING .135 at hots Murphy. Atienta.
..M8, Brack. St Lows, .346, Rose,
Philadelphia. 246, Hendrick, St Louis.
231. Masullt Sew York. 338
RUNS/ Lopes, Los Angeles. 511, King-
man. CNcago. 50, North, San Francisco.
56, Schmidt, Phoiadelptua, 49. Roi ster
Atlanta, 49, Matthews. Atlanta. 49
-KBI Kingman, Chicago: 56. WI:arid.
Sar. Diego, $5, Foster, Cincinnati, 53,
Simmons. St 14,049, 90 Matthews, Atlanta,
47 Clark. San Francisco. 47
HITS Wutheld. San Diego, 90, Garvey,
-Los Angeles. 89. Russell. los Angeles. 19;
)2coe, Philadelphia, 111, K Hmancti. St
QuU II
DOL,BLES Rose. Philedlphia. 23;
.iilertz;St. Louts, 21, Mazzilli, New York. n;
nencknck. St Lows. 20: Parrish. Montreal,
U. Grney, Curtnnati. 19
r TRIPLES Templeton. St.l.ouis, S.
T_Scott, n.Lotos. 8, McBride. Phtladlphia,
7; Winfield, Son Daiwa. 7, 6 T4ed With-S.--
HOME RUNS Kingman. Chicago. 24'
Schmadt. Philadelphia. 20 Lopes, las An-
geles. 14, Simmons. StLavos. 16; Mat-
thews, Atlanta, 16
STOLEN BASES Moreno. Pittsburgh,
V. North, San Francisco, 25, T.Scott,
I Louis, M. Lopes, Los Angeles, 19: Ta-
veras, New York. II -
PITCHING 7 Decisionst: IACoss. an-
ti/nab. I-I. MIL 2.47: J.Niekro, Houston.
2153, 769. 3.00; Knepper, San Francisco, 6-
1, 750. 3.94; B.Lee. Montreal. 7-3. 700,
5.16, Hooton. Los Angeles. 79111100. 308,
Fingers. San Diego. 6-3, .667, 2.13; Andu-
far Houston, 7-4. .636, 3.01, Lamp. Chi-
ng°. S-3, .625, 5 03
STRIKEOUTS. Richard, Houston, 118:
Carlton, Philadlphia. 00; Perry, Sap
Diego, 78; Sutton, Los Angeles, 76; Swan,
Nen York. 73
AMERICA% LEAGUE
BATTING 1135 at bats) Smalley, Man-
nesota. NI. Carew, California, 355.
lkiwnuig California. .351, Kemp, Detroit.
345 Bochte. Seattle, 1311
HUNS G Brett, Kansas City. 36, Lan-
sford, California. 53. Lenore, Detroit, 51;
Rice, Banton. 56; Oh. Kansas City, 54, K.
Junes. Seattle, 50
RBI Baylor, California. 50; Lynn, Be.
ton. 56; Bochte, Seattle. $5, Porter, Kan-
sas City, 53, Rice, Boston, 51
HITS G.Brett, Kansas Ctty, IS; Lan-
std. California. 90. SKMALLEY, Minnesota.
81: Remi , Boston, 13; Rice. Boston. 83,
Bochte. Seattle, 13
DOUBLES, C Washington, Chicago, 19.
Lynn. Boston, 18. Dowrung. California. 18.
lemon, Chicago, 18, Thornton. Cleveland,
17. G Brett, Kansas City, 17; B.Bell,
Texas, 17
TRIPLES- G Brett. Kansas City,
Randolph, New York. II; Wilson. Kainliall
_COV...L. Gram, TODS3260. 5r-K.Baniuster,
Chicago. S. R_Jones. Seattle, 5.
HOME RUNS Lynn, Soston. 17; Grich,
California. 16: Rice, Boston. 15. Thomas.
Milwaukee. 15. Singleton. Baltingwe. 14.
R. Junes, Seattle. 14 •
STOLEN BASESoLeFlore, Detroit. 16;
Wilson, Kansas ilty, 38; J Cruz, Seattle.
r. Otis. Kansas City, 20; Bonds, Cleve-
land. 19: Wdls, Texas, 19
PITCHING Decisional. Kern, Texas,
8-1. .819. III. Stanhouse, Baltimore. 6-1.
.657. 2.13' D.Martinez, Baltimore. 10-2.
533.3.36. Clear, California. .7711. 2.63:
John. Nell York, 10-3. .769, 2.29: Ryan,
Californui. 9-3,•-750, 2.56: Eckerslei,Bos-
ton, 6-3, 727,27. Renko. Boston, 5-2, 714.
3.24
STRIKEOUTS Ryan. California. IGO;
Guidry, New York. 80: Jenkins, Texas, 71:
Kravec, Chicago. 68, T Underwood.
Toronto, 61
PARK LEAGUE
T.J. Gradshire ripped a
triple and a home run to help
the Twins beat the Cards 26-12
yesterday. In the first game,
the Braves ripped the Pirates
16-4.
Twins with three hits in-
cluded Jason Sammons,
Korey Morton, Trent Nix and
Toby Bowker. while the Cards
were paced by Tim Arm-
strong. Todd Sargent and
Aaron Brun, each with three
hits.
Michael Fulton and Chris
Dill had two hits for the
Pirates, and the Braves were
led by the three hits aeraig
Sc-hwettmann, Teddy
















Tony Herndon tossed a two-
hitter to boost the Giants to a
7-2 decision over the Tigers
last night. In the first game,
the Braves beat the Tigers 6-2.
Herndon and Eddie
Requarth arid Stacy Smith
each doubled for the Giants,
while Mark Denham doubled
for the Tigers.
In the first game, Kim
Wilson and Tim McAlister
doubled for the Braves.
Braves{ Tigers t
Gough 3 1 0 Alls 3 1 0
14cCiuston 3 0 0 Blodgett 3 1 1
Wilson 3 1 2 Requerth 3 0 2
McAlister 3 0 1 Denham 3 0 2
Roberts 2 I I Lee ... 2 
0
Marshall 2 2 1 McCupton 21 0 01
Pace 2 0 0 Bean
Story 3 0 1 Zimmerman.? 0 0
Cartwright 3 I I M.Smith 2 0 
 
totals 24 6 7 totals 21 2 6
Winning pitcher Robin Roberts
Tigers 002 000 - 2
Braves , 030 31x - 6
Giants 7 Tigers 2
Requarth 4 2 2 Bean 31
Payne 4 1 Blodgett 1
Hargrove 3 1 1 Denham 3
Herndon 3 1 I Lee 3
S.Suuth 3 0 3 NLArshall 2
M.Snuth 4 0 0 AML-Coaton 2
Montgomery
2 1 1 Zunrnerman 1
Ryan
Lee 
32 01 0 Carttaawntht 201





























The Royals beat the Hawks
10-7, and the Cougars stopped
the Stars 15-9 in lower-divison
girls softball action last night.
Sherrie Meadows homered
for the Hawks, while Kendra
Thurman and Kelly Jameson
slammed round-trippers for
the Royals. Jameson's blast
was a grand slam.
Cindy Spann and JoAnn
Gibbs npped homers for the
Stars, and Shelly Howell
added one for the Cougars.
Lee Holcomb was 4-for-4 at the
plate for the Cougars.
1-BALL
Amy Spears hit a home run
as the Reds beat the Twins 18-
16 last night, and John Murphy
homered as the Cards stopped
the Pirates 23-20 in the second
game.






k-onsu dealer for EPA mdeage figures
HATCHER AUTO SALES





home Tim Glavin and Tim
Stalls for the tying and win-
ning runs in the sixth inning
yesterday as the Pirates
nipped the Yanks 6-5. The
Cards beat the Twins 6-3 in the
nightcap.
Jimmy Brannon doubled for
the Pirates, while Shane
Guthrie tripled for the Yanks.
Monte Morton drilled a
home in the second game as
the Twins rallied for three
runs in the sixth, but the Cards
held on for the victory.
Winning pitcher Marlin
Cochrurn tripled and doubled






































Winning pitcher Tim Glavin
Yanks 030 033 - 5
























































III 450 -- 6













The Astros rallied for five
runs in the sixth inning to edge
the Reds 6-5 in Little League
action last night. In the
opener, the As bombed the
Pirates 19-8.
Shae Ellis and Greg Futrell
contributed RBI hits in the
Astros' winning frame.
Tommy Shaw struck out 12
Reds.
Jerry Eldridge and Janue
Shields each doubled and




r h2 0 _ Gawhillttakowaei 3r 2
Tracy 2 ti0 Weaver
Banks 1
Rogers 5 3 2 Thompson 3
Garland 4 2 0 McMillen 3
shaMcCa:U 110 W°h 3 3 hirdes 3Dee 
4 4 0 Brock 
2
Eldridge 3 1 1 Rowland 1
Armstrong 1 1 0 Burpo 
2 
Shiuveffialds 4 0 2 Bradley 1



























Winning pitcher Torrimy Shaw
A's 545 5 --
Pirates 536 0 !
Though No Longer A Manager,
Lemon Will Guide AL All-Stars
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — Bob
Lemon will put on his New
York Yankees uniform once
more when he manages the
American League in the All-
Star Game against the
National League at Seattle
July 17.
"I feel very great" about
being named AL manager,
Lemon said. "I feel that it's an
honor to be the manager of the
All-Star Game. Always when I
was playing I looked forward
to playing was a coach
twice arid an honorary captain
once."
Lemon was named manager
of the Yankees at midseason
in 1978, taking over for Billy
Martin, leading the team to a
World Series victory and was
named AL Manager of the
Year. He was replaced as
manager last Monday by
Martin.
"Bob wanted to be the All-
Star manager and he certainly
earned the honor," said AL
President Lee MacPhalt. "It
seems to me that Bob is the
perfect choice. He has been
active in the league and has
seen all the teams this year,
and he knows all the league
talent thoroughly.
"Together, we hope to select
the best possible club to op-
pose Tommy Lasorda and the
Nationals..."
A member of baseball's Hall
of Fame, Lemon was a 20-
game winner for the
EAST LEAGUE
The Reds bombed the Astros
13-1 to take a Pony League
victory in East League
baseball action yesterday.
In Little League games, the
Reds nipped the A's 30-29 in a
three-hour marathon. Ray
Coursey drilled a home run for
the Reds, while Greg Boren
added a round-tripper for the
A's.
The A's beat the O'Henry's
,25-23 in Prep League action,
while the Slides beat Hale's
Angels 21-18 and the Rebels
defeated the Stuffers 30-14 in
T-Ball games.
Randy Poe and Jason






























1 2 E Grogan 3
1 0 Jackson 4
00 Cataley 3
00 Mains 3
0 2 Holland 3
O 2 Schumaker I
0 0 Pritchett 2
1 0 Kirzan 2
1 0 Alexander 2_
1 0 Weatherly 1
0 0 Minya, 3
1 0 Schroeder I
0 0 McDougal I
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MAKE A NIGHT OF M
GO TO
DINNER AND THE THEATRE
Tickets to the Purchase Area
Repertory Theatre productions
may be purchased at a reduced
price - if you choose to dine at
any of the following restaurants.




So, plan an evening out and keep the
following show dates in mind:
Butterflies Are Free - June 21,
22, 23 
Star Spangled Girl - July 5, 6, 7 -
July 12, 13, 14
Goodbye Charlie - July 19, 20,
21 - July 26, 27, 28
Curtain time 8:00 p-m•
For All Performances.
Reservations: 762-6797
Inquire at the cashier's desk
about the special dinner-theatre
tickets.
Cleveland Indians seven
times, pitched in four All-Star
games and two World Series
as an Indian.—
It will not be the first time
that a manager has been
called from the sidelines to
. handle an All-Star team. The
last was Dick Wiliams, who
piloted the 1974 American
League team after resigning
as Oakland manager following
the 1973 World Series. But by
then, he had been signed by
the California Angels.
In the very first All-Star
Game at Comiskey Park in
Chicago, in 933, John
McGraw managed the
National League team
although he had beeneeplaced
as New York Giants manager
Neither Johnny Keane of the
1964 World Champion St. Louis
Cardinals nor Yogi Berra of
the Yankees was managing
the same club at the start of
the 1965 season. Keane was
replaced by Gene Mauch, who
had managed the Philadelphia
Phillies to a tie for second
place in 1964, and Berra by Al
Lopez, who had piloted the
Chicago White Sox to a second
place finish in the American
League.
In 1963, Ralph Houk's
Yankees won the AL title, but
Houk was named general
manager of the team and
Lopez again managed the Al.
All-Stars 119964.
ri
we get mu best Ideas ham I'm
If you designed your
own round baler,
it might look a lot
like Avco New Idea's
Bale King.
Because the Bale King has the advantages you re looking for Like the
fixed-position bale chamber that makes a better bale —_one thars soft in
the center providing good internal drying characteristics and higher
quality crops Yet its tightly wrapped outside for stability and weather
resistance And positive easy-start bale forming in all crops that saves









Its also a one-man system that bales up to 15 bales an
straw grass. corn stalks or other crop residue
Bale King — the fast efficient one man way to bale
Wed like to know what you think of our Bale King Nows your
chance to tell us
What crops do you bale?
E Hay El Straw 0 Grass›-Z1Corn Stalks
72 Other
hour of hay
What are the biggest problems you have in making round
bales?
What size bales do you make?
Large-round f 1100-1800 tb ) 0 Small round c700-900 lb )
7 Large square 0 Small square
Our baler has a fixed-position bale chamber that makes a
neat, clean bale with a soft inner core and a weather resistant
outer shell. Is this important to you?
CI Li No Why? _
Our positive, easy-start bale-forming in all crops, keeps you
moving and saves you time. Is this important.
El Ye'; El No Why'/
What is the one improvement you d most like to see in the
next generation of round-balers?
Thanks for answering our questions Bring in this questionnaire, and
well give you a free cap to show our appreciation'















Students Pursue Goals Of Jobs
And Degree Of Independence
EDITOR'S NOTE —
Students of the 1960s shouted
for an end to war and the
draft. But, today's students
are not without problems.
By JANE SEE WHITE
Associated Press Writer
ANN ARBOR, Mich. API
— In some ways, a lean
University of Michigan
sophomore named Steve
typifies his shadowy, quiet
generation. No tribal rock
festivals, no anti-war chants,
no massing of National
Guardsmen advertises its
presence.
Steve.- and his con-
temporaries around the nation
are hitting the books, not the
pavement. They know what
they want: jobs and a degree
of independence that comes
only with financial security. In
pursuit of these goals this
quiet generation is making
tough choices.,
"If a job and money weren't
a problem, I'd get a doctorate
in philosophy.. But there are no
jobs now," Steve said. So he's
striving to earn the grades





numbers to courses like
engineering and business —
those most likely to pay off, in
the end, with a job.
Steve believes a law degree
will, assure 'a certain amount
of wealth sal_ can do-things I
enjoy. That will make up some
for not doing what I honestly
want, which is to finish in
philosophy."
A decade ago, Steve's
counterparts could afford to
flout the sectirity,Steve pur-
sues. Students were the cut-
ting edge of the tumult that so
preoccupied this nation.
Here at Michigan in 1962,
they founded SDS — Students
for a Democratic Society.
They held the first anti-war
"teachin." Some 13,000 of
them boycotted classes in a
protest on behalf of black
students.
The Associated Press
reported in 1969 that experts
described that year's college
crop as the first in American
history "which is not going to
college just to earn a living.
Freed of money problems, it is
free to bulore its mind and
conscience,' to delay the
traditional bulildens of
adulthood ..."
A generation cut classes for
anti-war and civil rights
marches; some enrolled less
to prepare for a future than to




Viday much of the change
they sought is reality. The war
is ended, the draft is a
memory and, nationwide,
most students play a formal
role in deciding university
rules and regulations.
And the economic context
has altered. If prosperity
liberated the anti-war
generation)to view education
as a tool for change, un-
certainty has shaped Steve's




familiar with statistics like
these: That at any one time in
1975, 36 million people bet-
ween 16 and 24 were looking
for work but couldn't find it:
that in the same year nearly
half the qualified education
graduates couldn't get
teaching jobs.
Backers Of Tellico Dam Need




Backers of the Tellico Dam,
fresh from a surprise victory
in the House of Represen-
tatives, are renewing their
drive to win Senate approval
for completion of the project,
stalled by a tiny fish called the
snail darter.
A spokesman for Sen.
James Sasser said Wednesday
the Tennessee Democrat is
"committed to doing what he
can to fund the project," a $118
million Tennessee Valley
Authority facility whose
completion has been blocked
because it threatens the snail
darter with extinction.
,likk was halted on the
project more than two years
ago when a U.S. Appeals Court
ruled that closing the dam's
floodgates could wipe out the
fish and thus violate the
federal Endangered Species
Act.
The rulnng was upheld last
year by the U.S. Supreme
Court, but the dam's backers
have been trying ever since to
exempt the project from the
law to allow its compgetion.s
The project is more than 90
percent complete, and
congressional aides say it









South of Murray on
Murray-Paris Road.
For Transportation






Gospel Broadcast: Sunday 8:30 A.M.
WNBS RADIO ( 1340)
Searching the Scriptures: Sunday 12:30 P.M.
WBBJ-TV. Ch. 7
"A Warm and Friendly Welcome Awaits You"
to complete the dam, reser-
voir, surrounding roads and
other facilities.
While the Senate already
has voted once this year
against permitting work to
proceed on the dam, the issue
seems certain to come up ,
again.
The next likely battleground
is the Senate Appropriations
Committee, of which Sasser is
a member.
The Committee will be
dehating legislation the House
passed earlier this week to
provide funds for the gover-
nment's energy and water
projects for the next fiscal
year.
Before the House finished
work on the bill, Rep. John
Duncan, R-Tenn., slipped in
an amendment permitting





opponents of the dam by...
surprise because his amen-
dment was adopted in just
over a minute on a voice vote,
rather than a roll call vote as
_normally -occurs on con-
troversial items. Duncan,
chief House proponent of the
dam, represents the district
where it is located.
At Duncan's urging, the
House voted 231-157 late lest
year to permit completion of
the project despite the
Supreme Court ruling. But the
Senate refused to.go along.
A special Cabinet-level
review commission Congress
established to review Tellico-
like conflicts voted early this
year not to permit completion
of the dam, setting off a new
attempts in Congress to grant
an exemption for the project.
A .move by Sen. Howard
-Baker, R-Tenn., to win Senate
approval for the project was
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SHIRTS Dress or Sport
20 /0 Off Sizes S-3X
Girls & Ladies'
Swimwear
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 1 "Regular Bottle
of 100
Plus Iron






















Natural Styles, Extra Body.
'Raw























































Mirro Covered Sava Pan
Super.Dooper Canner/Cooker



































Nen popular mask dosian. Great for
patio, parch, svrolock, sinworzw. folds
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Irish Government To Deport Hijacker To U.S.
SHANNON, lreland ( AP)
Irish government says it
is deporting the anti-
communist Serb who hijacked
an American airliner with 135

























Artisorned Myth Illeatator Creator
BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S 4th St
Phone 753-9868
was to take hurl and his
lawyer back to th,e United
States this afternoon.
A police statement said the
45-year-old hijacker, Nikola
Kavaja, and lawyer David
Boeshich would travel aboard
a scheduled flight to New
York, escorted by FBI agents.
Ireland has no extradition
treaty with the United States,
but the Irish government
apparently was deporting the
pair as illegal inunigrants.
The two men spent the night
in jail at Shannon, site of
Ireland's chief international
airport, on the west coast.
Kavaja, 45, and five other
Serbian exiles were scheduled
to be sentenced in U.S. district
court in Chicago this af-
ternoon for the 1975 bombing
of the home of the Yugoslav
consul in Chicago. It was not
known if Judge Hubert Will
would delay the sentencing of
the other five until Kavaja
could join them.
The FBI said Kavaja, free
on $350,000 bond, was on his
way from New York to.
Chicago Wednesday for
sentencing when he hijacked
ak,Eimerican Airlines Boeing
r27 with 127 passengers and
eight crew members aboard.
He claimed to be carrying
dynarnite and demanded the
release from a Chicago jail of
the Rev. Stojilko Kajevic. a
Serbian Orthodox. priest
convicted with him of ths 1975
bombing. The priest was the
only one of the six who had
been unable to make bond.
The plane landed in
Chicago, Kavaja released all
of the passengers and five of
the crew members, and his
lawyer came aboard. They
were flown to New York,
switched to a longer-range
Boeing 707 and took off early
Thursday for Ireland.
The hijacker at first said he
wanted to go to Peru, then
decided on Johannesburg,
South Africa, after refueling
at Shannon. But on the fight
across the AtIbntic, his at-
torney apparently convinced
him to give up. Officials sato
arrangements for his
surrender were worked out by
radio
After the plane landed at
Shannon and about 100 Irish
soldiers and armed detectives
of the anti-terrorist squad
surrounded it, Kavaja and
Boeschich emerged, and a
poliAsquad took them away.
Police Supt. Torn Kelly said
a small amount of explosive,
believed to be gelignite, was
found in the plane. Earlier,
FBI agent John Otto had said
in Chicago that the hijacker
had "a nuenber" of sticks of
dynamite in a bag with' a
-hand grenade simulator" as
Special Investigative Team To
Review Defects At Marble Hill
MADISON, Ind. AP1 — A
special investigative team
from the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission
planned today to review
reported defects in concrete
work at the Marble Hill
nuclear power plant con-
struction site, an NRC
spokesman said. ,
However, results of the
inspection probably will not be
available to the public for
another four to six weeks.
according to Jan Strasma,
spokesman for the -NRC
regional office in Chicago.
Strasma said the two-man
team, consisting of a concrete
inspector and an investigator.
will be looking at the concrete
walls of the reactor con-
Service Station Gasoline
Leak Causes Evacuation
Of About 150 Residents
NIOREHEAD, Ky. 1AP ) —
About 150 residents of a
mobile home park woke up in
unfamiliar surroundings
today after they were
evacuated because of a
gasoline leak , at a nearby
service station, authorities
said.
About 30 to 35 of the
evacuees were put up for the
night at a Morehead State
University dortnitory. Most of
the residents, who live on
I 
Free For The Asking!
CORRESPOwrilBIBLE leDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
Triplett' Creek, moved in with
friends and relatives, ac-
cording to Terri Barnett, a
spokesman for the state
Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services.
The leak at Redhead Service
Station, at the eastern city
limits on U.S. 60. was being
investigated by state and local
authorities, Ms. Barnett said.
The gasoline apparently
leaked from an underground
tank into the creek, which
runs behind the service
station, Ms._ Barnett said.
Authorities early today were
spreading straw over the area
near the creek in an effort to
contain the fuel, she added.
No injuries were reported.
Businesses in the area
evacuated had already closed
for the day, the DES
spokesman said.
tamment buildings as well as
an auxiliary building.
. The inspectors will be on the
site for at least two days,
Strasma added.
The twin-reactor plant is
being built by Public Service
Indiana near Madison, Ind.,
about 30 miles upstream on
the Ohio River from
Louisville. The first reactor is
schedulkl to go into service in
1982.
A former construction
worker at the site, Charles
Edward Cjitshall, has alleged
that frequent voids in the
concrete were ordered pat-
ched improperly so that NRC
inspectors would not see them.
An environmental group,
Save The Valley, has called
for a halt to construction at
Marble Hill on the basis of
Cutshall's sworn statement.
Inspectors will not provide a
"blow-by-blow description" of
their visit today or release
findings to the media im-
mediately, Strasma said.
Results of the investigation
will be made in a written
report to PSI, which will have
20 days in which to request all
or part .of the report be
withheld from the public,
Strasma said.
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky
last week said construction
should stop until after a ,full
investigation of Mie charges
and assurances that all safety
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
MURRAY BRANCH
6-month or 26-week Money Market Certificates*
slope min. dep.,
Rate effective: Thursday, June 21 through Wednesday, June 27
Federal initiations prohibit tho compounding of interest daily on this account.
• Federal regulations require a substantial interest penalty for early
withdrawal from Certificate accounts.
requirements in construction
are being followed.
PSI has maintained that
federal construction criteria
are being met and that
-honeycombing" in the
concrete walls has been
properly repaired.
_
Strasma said Thursday the
NRC has not ruled out halting
construction in some areas of
the site if irregularities are
found.
A spokesman for Sen. Ford
in Washington said Thursday
that the Kentucky .Democrat
three times telephoned NRC
chairman Dr. Joseph Hendrie
to inquire on the status of
Ford's request for an in-
vestigation and a halt to
' construction. The senators
calls were never returned.
said Ford's press secretary,
Mike Ruehling.
HELP AT CENTERS
The Kentucky Easter Seal
Society for Crippled Children
and Adults owns and operates
Easter Seal centers as a part
of its programs of providing
services for physicially
handicapped children and
adults. In 1978 more than 7500
Kentuckians received help at
these facilities.
a detonator.




strapped to his body, and "we
feared for our lives; it would
be wrong to say that We did
not." But he said the hijacker
did not threaten them
physically.
He and his crew were to fly
the airliner back to New York
today.
The six Serbs are alleged to
be members of a terrorist
organization known as SEPO,
an acronym for the Serbian
words for -Freedom for the
Serbian Fatherland." Serbia
is a part of Yugoslavia, and
SEPO seeks the overthrow of -
President Josip Broz Tito and
his communist regime.
BOATS
Check us out for some real honest-to-goodness
down home bargain hunter deals!
Our houseboat and Flote-Bote business has in-
creased to the point that we must eliminate some
lines of the smaller boats. . .So. . .We have. . .
Grumman Fishing Boats and Canoes selling at
below replacement cost!
Somerset Runabouts in stern drive models
•Family Ski Boats — nobody, but nobody, Will give you as much boat
for the money as we will. Three left, a 17.5, a 18.2 and a 19.7. All bow
riders, 2 deep V's, one tri-hull.
•Three Harris Deck Boats left at low, low prices.
.One Steury Ski Boat left.
.Two Steury Cruisers at rock bottom prices.
.One Steury Trailerable houseboat.
.A few nice used boats including a sharp Sea Ray 24' cruiser with full can-
vas, Viking Deck Boat and others.
We are serious on closing out these sterns. We honestly have
more business going than we can properly take care of and give our
customers the service they deserve. Our customers are a wonderful
bunch of boating people and we intend to take care of them.
If you are in the market for any of these items... it will pay you to
see us now!!
Don McClure
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky lake
Tune 94 fest eut of Murroy 1,r 2 genies Turn ruint on ?SO Follow; 730 tor 7 mares pest Bonne, (pa, e
,y ii.. bhorl,top






Coming To Your Community
This opportunity will only come twice a year for you to buy the highest qual











Sat., June 23 i (00 a.m. Till Dark
D&W Auto parts 12th St.
LOBSTER OYSTERS SCALLOPS FISH FILLETS CRAB SOUPS
Many other quick and ready to cook seafood delicacies
This bi-yearly seafood sate is being handled exclusively by "TODD SEAFOOD" All at these items
are unconditionally guaranteed




OLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
I. LEGAL NOTICE 1. LEGAL NOTICE
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Callaway Circuit
Court Velma Taegu*, ET AL, Plaintiff versus Herbert
Cornelius Hughes, Fr AL, Defendant
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the May 3, 1979
Tenn thereof, in the above cause, for the division of
property and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Court House door in the City of
Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public
auction on the 25th day of June, 1979, at 1:00 o'clock
p.m., or thereabout, upon a credit of six (6 months,
the following described property, to-wit:
Being a part of the Northwest Quarter of Section
26, Township 3, Range 4, East, and being further
described as follows:
TRACT!:
Commencing at a point located at the Northeast cor-
ner of the Northwest Quarter of Section 26, Town-
ship 3, Range 4, East; thence South 1 degree 24' 13"
East 518.44' to the point of beginning; thence South 1
degree 24' 13" East 825.09'; thence South 87 degrees
42' 25" West 546.14'; thence North 1 degree 27' 19"
West 612.00'; thence North 46 degrees 40' 04" East
240.04'; thence North 12 degrees 59' 40" West
148.36'; thence North 57 degrees 24' 34" West
182.66'; thence North 80 degrees 30' 46" West
337.38'; thence South 1 degree 24' 13" East 239.74';
thence North 87 degrees 00' 00" East 215.35' to the
point of beginning. This tract contains 10.941 acres.
TRACT II:
Commencing at a point located at the Northeast cor-
ner of the Northwest Quarter of Section 26, Town-
ship 3, Range 4 East; thence South 87 degrees 00'
00" West 215.35' to the point of beginning; thence
South 1 degree 24' 13" East 278.70'; thdice South 80
degrees 30' 46" West 337.38'; thence North 50
degrees 05' 05" West 121.11'; thence North 31
degrees 43' 36" West 75.22'; thence North 7 degrees
09' 59" East 92.34'; thence North 25 degrees 48' 13"
West 106.34' to a point located on the Section Line
between Section 24 and Section 26; thence South 89
degrees 42' 36" East and following said section line
3/0.22'; thence north 87 degrees 00' 00" Ease and
still following said section line 111.62' to the point of
beginning. This tract contains 3.126 acres.
TRACT III:
Commencing at a point located at the northeast cor-
ner of the Northwest Quarter of Section 26, Town-
ship 3, Range 4, East; thence South 1 degree 24' 13"
East 202.28' to the point of beginning; thence South 1
degree 24' 13" East along half section line 316.16';
thence South 87 degrees 00' 00" West 215.35'; thence
North 1 degree 24' 13" West 316.16'; thence North 87
degrees 00' 00" East 215.35' to the point of begin-
ning. This tract contains 1.563 acres, but is subject
to any road right-of-way which may be of record.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly with these ter-
Ms.








HERE'S THE REPORT ON
4OUR PROPERN..ACCORDIN6














I. LEGAL NOTIa 1. LEGAL NOTICE
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
Court Mid-State flames, Inc. Plaintiff, versus James F.
Hargrove and wife-, Linda Hargrove Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the May '11,,,,,
Term thereof 1979, in the above cause, for the sum
of Nine Thousand Eighty Seven and 77/100
($9,087.771 Dollars, with intere$ at the rate of 8 per
cent per annum from the llth day of May 1979, until
paid and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
the 25th day of June 1979, at 1:00 o'clock p.m., or
thereabout, upon a credit of 30 days, tbe following
described property, to-wit: ,.
A part of the N.W. Qr. of Section 6, Township 2,
Range 5, East; Beginning at a point wlacIre the
Bethel Road intersects the Almo and yancleave
Road; thence in a southwesterly direction with
Bethel Road 140 yards to a stake; thence in a nor-
theasterly direction parallel with Alino and Bethel
Road 70 yards to a stake; thence in a northeasterly
direction with Bethel Road 140 yards to the Alino
iand Vancl ve Road; thence with said Alino and
Vancleave 
yo 
ad 70 yards to the point of beginning.
This bei the same property conveyed to James
F. Hargrove and wife, Linda by deed dated July 26,
1976 from James D. Futrell and wife Nancy Futrell
and recorded in Calloway County Clerk office in
Book 156 and card 539.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly with-these ter-
ms. .
Frank I4yan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
INVITATION Tt.LEASE
OFFICE SPICE
The Department of Finance of Kentucky desires
to lease approximately 236 net square feet of office
space to be located in Murray, Kentucky. Space
must be available for occupancy on or before Sep-
tember 1, 1979.
Persons having property of this nature should
submit a written proposal to the Bureau of Public
Properties, Room' 0101, New Capitol Annex, Frank-
fort, Kentucky40601 ; no later than 2:00 p.m. EDT,
Friday, June 29, 1979. At this time, all proposals
received will be publicly opened and read. Lease
Requisition Number PR-2266 should be clearly
marked on the outside envelope of each proposal
submitted. For any additional information con-
cerning Lease Requisition Number PR-2266, con-
tact the I.easing Section by calling (502) 564-4313.
Property must be approved by the office of the
State Fire Marshal, meet OSHA and handicapped










hickory smoked bar-b-q; by
the shoulder or by the pound,
packaged to go at Big Joe's
Bar B Q. Coldwater Road,
759-1864.
WHAT WE do best,_ is are.
Need) me, 753-63 
ME ,T00
HE 5415 YOUR GARDEN
BELONGS TO JOHN DOE
AND THE FARMERS LAND
BELONGS TO RICHARD ROE
















IF IT VVEREN'T FOR
THESE AFTERNOON NAPS
I'D NEVER MAKE IT
rCAP_ DID NIOU GOT TOOMEAN TO LEAVE STICKY.
BO CXNeN THERE? COULDN'T
WAIT„,
1. LEGAL NOTICE 1. LEGAL NOTICE
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky Calloway Circuit Court
Peoples Bonk of Murray, Kentucky Plaintiff, versus
Dennis Jones, Defendant vs (LW Boat Company, Inc.,
D/B/A Kenlake Marina Intervenor.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Galloway Circuit Court rendered at the May 29
Term thereof 1979, in the above cause, and its cost
therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court
House door in the City of Murray Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on the 25th day of
June 1979, at 1:00 o'clock p.m. or there,about for
cash, the following described property, *wit:
One twin engine fiberglass PESON boat,
S#FL81106Z.
The above described property is now located in
slip #99 at Kenlake Marina, Kenlake State Park,
Aurora, Kentucky, and may be inspected at any
time before the sale. Please inquire at the boat
dock, Kenlake Marina.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must pay
cash. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms. ,
Frank L. Ryan





14. WANT TO BUY
  DINING ROOM suite with





Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
antiques, business
overflows, etc. Phone
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.





















S. LOST & FOUND 
LOST: BABY doll at Uncle
Jeff's. Child'S toy with
sentimental value. Reward
offered. Phone 492-8613. 
6. HELP WANTED
APPLICATIONS BEING
accepted, apply in person
Only at Fern Terrace Lodge,
1505 Stadium View Drive.
BREAKFAST COOKS
needed. Apply in person at
Triangle Inn, South 12th
Street
.vencenient opportunity,
cafe company Meet its.
Train in Porlocoli store for
few. Formation end re-
!oration. contact Kathy Thom-
pson, 443-7640.
_ PART TIME take inventory
in " local stores. Car
necessary Write phone
number and experience to:
ICC 189, Box 304, Paramus,
New Jersey, 07652.
WANTED MATURE
woman to babysit at local
Church Sundays 8:30 til nOOn,
$10 Also occasional
evenings Call 753-5716 for
interview
WANTED SOMEONE to
level off small area of yard at
Murray Manor Apartments
Call 753 8668 
9. SITUATIONS WANTED 
I WILL dobabySitting in my
home 7530347.
WILL DO housework. Fail-,
efficient Can provide












12. SALE OR TRADE
Feta SALE or trade: cabin at
Pine Bluff Shores, com
pletely furnished. Call 759
7785
FOR SALE or trade for
Runabout 157e Sunkist jetboat, 454 chevrolet. 19 ft, tri
hull Phone 435 4467.
JUNK CARS deliver or will
pick up. Call 474-8854 or 527-
1315.
1 TWO HUNDRED watt
utility pole. Call 753-1596.
WANT TO buy, good used
baby bed. Call 437-4371 after
4 pm
WANTED: USED hog
feeder, 35 to 60 bushel, in
working condition. Call 753.
7457 after 5 pm. 
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
TWO ANTIQUE dolts;
marble top tables; sofa;
Franciscan pottery;
Fostoria crystal. Call 753-
27813-.
WE BUY and sell used air







stereo; 25" RCA color t.v.
Call 753-4865.
FOR SALE: beautiful white
velvet couch and chair, $150.
753-8598.
GE WASHER, $50 or best
offer. Call 436-2248.
ONE COUCH, early
American style. 753-17)8. 
25" RCA EL-100 color t.v.,
$350; extra long, clean couch,
$80; maple dresser, $40;
maple chest, $40; Zenith
stereo in Early American
cabinet, $90, upholstered
small occasional chair, $20;
two maple occasional chairs,
$15 each. Call 753-7853.
19. FARM EQUIP.
FULL 1 HP electric weed
and grass trimmer, cuts with
fish line, has automatic line
dispenser, $41.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee.
1977 FORD 3000 DIESEL
!kith 875 hours, 18" 6' disc, 2
bottom plow, one row
cultivator, 6' blade, 6'
pulverizer, 6' bushhog, 6'
landscape rake, boom pole
and ' 2 cab. 759-4683 after 6
Pm.
GAS POWERED weed and
grass trimmer, uses fishing
line, 31cc engine, automatic
line dispenser, $99.99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee.
WABCO SELFLOADING
scrapper 131 2 yds. with 471
GM Deisel engine. Cat dozer
D69U. serial No. 9U14269.
Alice-Chambler motor
grader model Ad4 with 471
GM motor. 1973 Long back-
hoe Snl model 1400 deisel.
Rogers tandem axle tilt top
low boy 25 ton, for tandem
axle truck. Needs floor. All
r his equipment is in good
condition and ready for use.
You may see this at 405 So.
4th Street, Murray, KY. Or
you may call James or
Bobby Futrell at 502-753 7668
days or 502 753-2394 nights.
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
POOL TABLE slate top,







4 ft , $18.79; 5f?., $19.99; 6 ft.,
$21.99-; 8 ft., $39.99; extension
ladders, 14 ft., $28.88; 16 ft.,
$31,88; -20 ft , $4599: 24 ft.,







toria No 200 No peeling, no
coring, and no precooking.





539 99, $69.99, $99 99, $134 99.
and $149.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Peri ; Tennessee.
GO-CAR with jeep body, 3
Pop Br)g and Stratton
motor. 419 2328 •
KODAK XL 320 movie
camera, used once $80 Call
753 1109
ONE ALL ELECTRIC
hospital bed for sale, good
condition. Phone 1-527 7026.
60 POINT KEEPSAKE
diamond solitare. 753,9599.
SLAB WOOD and sawdust
for sale. Cadiz Lumber
Company, Cadiz. Kentucky.
S22-7994.
SLABS 15 PER bundle,
Sawdust, $10 per load, 1 1,2 to 2
Ion trucks. Call (901) 593-3019
or contact Decker and Evans







Craig 5000 speakers, Craig 8
track recorder, dual turn
table. 753 8043 and ask for
Greg.
WANTED: RIESPONIBLE
party to assume small
monthly payment on 25"
color t.v. under warranty.
Also used t.v.'s. Clayton's J
& B Music, 753-7575.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1975 DOUBLE WIDE on 2
acre lot, central air, well and
large garage, located in
K.irksey. Call 489-2248 after 5
pm.
1971 MORGAN MOBILE
home, 12x60, all electric.
Priced to sell. Call 437-4816.
1977 MOBILE HOME, 12x65,
247-4840.
1973 TOWNHOUSE, all
electric, 12x72, 2 bedroom
with den, wet bar and ice.
maker, carpeted and air
conditioned, intencom in all
rooms, like new in all
respect. Must see to ap-
preciate. Call James at 753
7724 or 436-2430 after 5 pm.
20. MOB. HOME RENTS
NEW TWO bedroom mobile
home with house funiture,
$50 deposit, $150 per month,
central heat and air. Couples
only. Call 753-2377.
SMALL TWO bedroom
trailer on large lot, 3 miles
out on 121 North in Stella. No
pets, water furnished. $50
deposit, $70 per month. Call
489-2578.
TWO BEDROOM trailer for
rent. Shady Oaks .Trailer
Court. 489-2533.
12x60 TRAILER. CALL B.B.
Dill, 753-9104 or 753-1551.
THREE BEDROOM trailer,
5 miles east of Murray. Call
753-0187.
29. HEATING & COOLING
AIR CONDITIONER, Gibson
window unit, in good con-
dition, 18,000 BTU, 230 volt,
$125. Call 753-0394.
TWO 110 VOLT window air
conditioners. Call 7514333.
110 VOLT AIR conditioner, 4




at 401 N 4th Street. Call 753-
7972 or 753-3018 after 5 pm.
31. WANT TO RENT
SMALL FARM house, quest
house, tenant house, or lake
house, In Calloway County.
Murray professor, single
Phone 753.7444 after 5 pm
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOUR ROOM apartment,
partially furnished, on 9th




duplex apartment. One large
living room' and dinette,
kitchen, 2 storage rooms, one
bedroom and bath, private
carport and drive, shady
front and back yards.
Married couple preferred.
No pets. References
required $125 per month.
Phone 492-8174.
NEW TWO bedroom duplex
apartment, central system,
$200 per month. Call 753-6291.
SMALL FURNISHED
apartment, Single only.
Inquire 100S 13th Street
TWO SMALL apartments,
nice with air conditioning, on
Blood River lake. 436.2427.
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
_ROOM FOR rent in large
house. Kitchen privileges,
washer and dryer. 2 blocks
from University. $65 per







34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR RENT: New 3 bedroom




TWO BEDROOM house on
Kennicky Lake, combination
living room dining room,
recently remodeled, located
14 mitesirorn Murray at Pine
Bluff Shores. Couples only,
no children, no pets.
References and deposit
required. 753 8355.
TWO BEDROOM home near




Vacancy exists in office of the Calloway
County Circuit Court Clerk for a Judicial
Clerk, Grade 12 ( Deputy Circuit Clerk).
Typing essential, shorthand and court
related experience preferred.
Salary open depending upon
• perience.
Applications will be accepted begin-
ning June 25 and no later than July 6th.
Applicants should apply in person by
appointment only. 753-2714.
Alt Equal Opportunitv Employer
ex-








hands high, gentle with
children. Call 753-0224.




puppies. Call 759 1213 or 751
1261
AKC ADULT male Bassett,




Schnauzers, 6 weeks, $100,
Before 9, after 5,437-4242.
FULL BLOODED German
Shepherd pups. 7 weeks old
436-5473.
41. PUBLIC SALES
CARPORT SALE, 3 family,
Cottage Grove, south of
Murray on Highway 69 north.
Clothes, dishes, and
miscellaneous. 505t through
the 23rd, 9 am til ?.
GIGANTIC YARD Sale!
Kingswood Subdivision,
corner of Kingswood and









More! More! Come rain or
shine, Friday 8,5, Saturday?
12.
GARAGE SALE, North 121 to
Stella, turn right at light, 2' 2
miles watch for signs. Friday
and Saturday. Baby things,
stereo, table and chairs,
miscellaneous items. Rain or
shine.
GARAGE SALE- Friday and
Saturday. 8til 4 Furniture,
clothes, boat, fishing supplies,
miscellaneous. 759-1410. Take
Hwy. 121 S. 21-fi miles from
Murray, turn left on Overby
Road, 3rd house on left.
41. PUBLIC SALES
GARAGE SALE at Williams
Body Snap, Industrial Road,
open every Fridöy eftd
Saturday, new items every
week
GARAGE HOUSEPLANT
sale, Saturday, 509 Whitneff
Avenue. 
MOVING SALE! Friday ant*
Saturday, • til 4 pm. Toysj
games, tricycle, clothes toe,
boys and girls and adults '
curtains, many other item
1701 Johnson Blvd.
MOVING SALE! Saturday
til 5, 501 Lynnwood (corner o
Lynnwood and Sycamore)
Infants and childrens cloth
and much more.
PORCH SALE! Children
clothes, bikes, jewelry, etck
Saturday at Uncle Willie's.
Trading Post, South 641. •
TWO PARTY yard sale, 30
Woodlawn, Friday anit
Saturday the 22nd and 23rØ.'„
Clothes, dishes, odds aack
•ends.
 4YARD SALE at Coldwater
Highway 121. Clothes, ant.
tiques, brass beds, stone,
jugs, buffets, chairs and lots
more. 489-2376. _o
YARD- SALE, Saturday 8-14
corner of Main and 12th. One,
pair twin bed frames, oneself;
twin box springs and mat_.
tress, furniture, girl's:
clothes, size 12 to 14, assorteq.
women's and boy's clothes,:
toy boxes, toys, bed linens,.
and assorted household:
items, 
YARD SALE at 507 Whitnell.;
Summer and winter clothes,:
children's sizes 2 and 3,.
ladies 10 and 12 and target
men sizes; toys and ap-s.
pliances. Friday 8-5:3R4
Saturday 8-12. 
YARD SALE! 1202 Dogwooel.fi
Lamps, clothes, picturelk.<
typewriter and iunIC:
Saturday, June 23rd, 8 am 91,7"
2 pm.
43.1PNO REALVR TEUS  IE IETS A NT TE he Murray",
Motel, with twelve rental:.
units on lot 125 X 275, fat,'
quick sale for only S75,000.f.
Call C.O. Bondurant Realttl:
753-9954 or 753-3460.
COMMERCIAL BUILDIN:
for Sale! Already rented or
lon a well traveled corner
Just 
in own business. 
Locate 
invest today and reapj.
reward tomorrow. Call 753- -
1492. Offered by Loretta Jobs
1979 Oldsmobile 94 Regency 4 door, 5,000 miles,
demonstrator, all the extras.
1979 Pontiac' Bonneville Brougham, 4 door, 6,000
miles, demonstrator, loaded.
1979 Pontiac Firebird Trans Am, color red, T-
top, loaded, a big savings.
1978 Oldsmobile Cutlass Coupe, power and air,
15.000 miles.
1977 Oldsmobile 98 Regency, 4 door, full power
and air.
1977 Oldsmobile 88 Delta Royale, 4 door, power
and air, new car trade in.
1977 Chevrolet Caprice, 4 door, 18,000 miles,
power and air, new car trade in.
1977 Oldsmobile cutlass Wagon, 9 passenger, one
owner, new car trade in.
1976 Oldsmobile 98 Regency, 4 door, full power
and air, one owner, new cartrade in.
1976 Pontiac Trans Am, color silver, power and
air.
1976 alosTokit Monte Carlo, double power and
air, new car trade in.
1976- Pontiac Grand Prix, double power and air.
1975 Cadillac Eldorado, like new.
1915 Oldsmobile Cutlass, 4 door, red and white,
one owner, new car trade in.
1974 Pontiac Catalina Wagon, 9 passenger.
1974 Oldsmobile 98 Regency, 4 door, double power
and air.
1975 Buick Electra 4 door, like new.
1974 Codifies Fleetwood Brougham, loaded, new
car trade in.
1974 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme, double power
and air.
1974 Pontiac Grand Prix, double power and air.
1973 Cskli/loc Coupe DeVille, one owner, new car
trade in, extra clean.
1973 Chevrolet Impala 4 doors, low mileage, one
owner.
1973 Bold Electra 4 door, one owner, new car
trade in.
1973 Dodge Pick-up, extra clean.
1968 Pontictc Firebird, convertible.
1972 Chevrolet Impala Coupe, make a bid
150114110•1 I . PURDOM
r TAM 4'4 ••
'SetieRed Customers Are Our
-7-ssirts•st - ••
Maio Concern-
rill 1406 West Mein - 753-531S
k't
**.
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one mile from city
limits. Priced in the
$30's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-122. We




ACRES for sale Located in
North Calloway County
Over 1000 feet of road
frontage with 20 30 acres
tendable Will make a good
cattle farm or tax shelter
while you improve your
investment Priced at
$25,000 Nelson Shroat Co.,
759 1707.
HAVE FUN in the Sun _this
summer on Kentucky Lake
and enjoy this 3 or 
4
bedroom, 2 bath home at the
lake with lots of extras at a
bric-e you, cannot believe!
Call today .for More- in-
formation, 753-1492 or 753-
2249. offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors
1 Ainley Auction &
Realty Sales
CO( INUIT *MUT
South Fulton Te• •
WANTED
A good neighbor for a cottage
type dwelling consisting of a nice
mobile home with a built on ad-
dition of extra bedroom and den
with Jalousie windows. Overlooking
the water in a large nice cool
shaded lor801.200, large enough
for a nice dwelling. The lot alone is
worth the price of the entire place,
selling for S17,500. Central air
conditioning, electric heat, ideal for
weekends vacations or permanent
living. Good rental income, protec-









Eat in kitchen! For-










IF YOU like individuality'.
and trees, call us to see this
beautiful custom built split
level country home. The lot is
nearly 2 acres, shaded by
over 20 mature trees. Top
quality building materials
have been assembled by
exacting craftsmen to give
tasting value. Lavish ad•
dition or extra features, such
as built in co axial cable
outlets for t.v throughout the
taomo indicates the,attention
to detail found in this rare
offering. You will be thrilled
by discovering the many
other suprising features.
Priced below construction
cost so don't wait.,to call the
Real Estate Professionals at








wooded PI acres on
Kentucky Lake. Ex-
cellent location. with
lots of shady oakiaild
easy water access.
This is truly a choice
parcel and priced at
$19,500. Phone Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222
for all your Real
Estate needs.
STEP OUT OF YOUR CAP & GOWN
• SLIP INTO SOMETHING EXCITING
Like a uniform of a lifesaver in the
COAST GUARD. And if you are between
17 & 26, good health, and no police record,
we have the job that fits. For further in-
formation call collect (901) 521-3944.
43. REAL ESTATE
12th i Sr cam°'•
TELEPHONE 7511451
Get into your own
• busitiess now! Going
operation with income
to prove it! Five acres







,',HERE' CAN you find 30
acres, 4 bedroom home,
extra mobile home hookup
+71th separate septic system,
all for S45,000. Call the Real
Estate Professionals at Guy 1
-7
0mE.17A‘-f SON, ALL THI5 WILL BE









1975 FORD ELITE, loaded,
37,000 actual mites. 492-8256_
1974 GREMLIN, SIX
cylinder, automatic, air, new
tires, $1375. 1971 Maverick, 6
Cylinder, automatic, vinyl
top, $895. Call 489 2595. 
1977 C.44-EML IN 1971 BUICK
Skylark, fair condition. Call
75.3•7629. 
1975 GRANADA FORD,
extra nice  local car. 753-4048. 
1974 MONTE CARLO,
midnight blue with white
vinyl tpp, 47,000 miles,
loaded, in excellent con-
dition. 767-2557. 
1977 OLDS CUTLASS
Supreme, less than 20,000
miles, lots of extras, very
good condition, 18 mpg of
gm, city. 753.1736. 
1979 RED Z28 Camaro.
Phone 474-2327 atter 9 pm. 
1978 TOYOTA CELICA GT
I iftback.- Power steering,
power brakes, automatic,
air, AM FMstereo, 9,800 one•
• owner miles, $6100 1 901 642-
gtS 
6018 before 2 pm. 
' 1973 TORINO STATION.
WAGON, very good tran
sportation, all power, air.
1.400. Call evenings 759-1718.
YouRS - HIDDEN PROF ITS AND ALL "79 -s*UNDER BIRD,
44. HOMES FOR SALE 
TWO BEDROOM house with
duplex garage apartment for
rental income. 753 8049. - --
TWO BEDROOM house, gas
heat; shade trees, block
storage, good' investment.
$14,900. Call 753 5750.  _
47. MOTORCYCLES  
HONDA_ TI...__ 125 trail bike,
excellent condition. CaTFRal
  West after ipm, 753-3943
1975 HONDA CR 125. 1973
Honda CR-125  Call 49211586.
1978 YAMAHA XS ,41
motorcycle, 2.000 miles. all
accessories. Call 753 2932
48. AUTO. SERE  
CAR BATTERIES 24 month
guarantee. 522 88, 36 month








Here it is! An older
home in the- country
with -- - - acres.-- In
addition to the first
floor there are 2









and a wood burning




lots of good garden
space. Offered at only
$36,500.
John Smith, Realtor
(7; GIN I., •
753-741-Trailytimo)
1 WALLIS DRUG*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS*HOLLISTER OSTOMV PRODUCTSFree Delivery De Prescriptions la City Limits
Sherri s
Soap 8 Shape
All Breed Dog Grooming
Appointments Now Being Taken
104 N. 13th 753-0556
Sherri Reg:worth,
Owner 8 Groomer








See This Remodeled and Redecorated
Home With All These Fine Features









Located 2 miles west of hardin on Highway 80.
Priced to sell.
CALL FOR AN APPOIKMENT
0:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 753-8355
after 7:00 p.m. 437-4639
PLEASE PARDON our
saw dust and walk board
s' ..We have a new home
ready for your inspection. All
YOU ever wanted in &home
Cypress exterior; Great
room (17x28' 2) with
fireplace, 3 extra large
bedrooms, Ten , closets, 2
baths, heat pump .Dial 753-
11#92 and let us show this
lme while the finished
*ouches are being com-








homes - all price
ranges! We have
several new listings in
the 530's. Beat the in-
flation crunch with an




perud Realty for full-

















44. LOTS FOR  SALE 
2 ACRE LOTS for rent of
sale with city water and
sew eg e. 3 miles, east of
Murray in front ...cif....LEASt
Elementary School. $35 per
month for rent. 753 3745. 
FOR SALE by owner,: Lot 1' 2
miles east of Murray, on
good road and.500 ft of High
way 94. City water, no
restrictions. not .in a sub-
division. Call Bob Futrell 753-
7668 days and 753 2394 nights. 
FOR SALE by owner: Lot for
mobile home with septic
tank, water and driveway.
Located in Baywood Vista
subdivision on Kentucky
Lake. immediate
possession! Call Bobby al
753-7668 days or nights 753
LAKE LOTS for sale by
owner. lake front and lake
view. Several to choose from
on Kentucky Lake and lake
Barkley. Terms available.
Call Jais ur Bob -Futrell at
Murray, KY, 753-7668 or 753-
2394.
45. FARMS FOR SALE 
PERFECTLY LOCATEO-On
Graves-Calloway County
line, 78 acres more or less
with 3 bedroom house, 5
outbuildings and r z acres
tire-cured tobacco. Good
cattle or Crop farm. Call
Barger Realty, Mayfield
Ky, (502) 247-2421.
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
BY OWNER. 3 bedroom,
kitchen, living room, utility
room and dining room. Close
to shopping center, 1397
Johnson. By appointment
Call 7534558. 
FOR SALE: 2 bedroom
frame house, $18,000 Call
753-0659.
HOUSE AND 4' 2 acres of
wooded land Also a white
1964 Cadallic for $150 Call'
WATERFRONT LOTS We 753 6940.
have several waterfront lots
for sale. These lots are
wooded and slope gently to
water. They are located in
the Pine Bluff area and are
ready for that waterfront
home you have always






With The I. rien.th Tow h'•
Near Hazel - 2 BR.
home, large kitchen,
separate dining. 2 acre
lot. Real bargain at
Only $12,900. Don't
Wait To Call.
4 BR., 2 baths, Study,
dining rm., fireplace,
fenced Bk. Yd. Central
gas heat, Central elec
AC-extra storage: Ex-
cellent location.
3 .BR., 2 baths, den
wifireplace, central
'gas heat. Dbl. garage




TRUCK LOAD tire sale The
wide ones With rased white
letters, G 70x14- or 15",
$29.79 and $290 FET. G
60x14", 536 65 and s3 17 FET,
L • 60)04", $41 14 and .$3.79
FET. Waihn Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee 
TRUCK LOAD truck tire
sale, highway !read i'00x15",
&ply. 528 98 end 52.95 ET;
750x16. 8 ply. 53i ,'..' and 53 74
FET. Wallin eii-p•ware,
Paris, Tennesse-,
TRUCK LOAD e 4.ply
polyester pre,- grade
white vvaii 7 12 32
tread depth A- P, 3 $18.39
and $1 72 EE E.-B*14",
$22 63 and S. FET;
F78x14- 323 4_ 3-c $2:32
FET, C;78xli '5 $25.39
and $254 78x15",
S27.52 and (2 76 FET,
L,78x15". fit, and 53 06
MUST , best offer' 753
4330.
1971 VALIANT, SIX cylinder,
air conditioned. Call 437-4383. 
1967 VW GREAT condition,
72 motor Asking $950. Cell
767-2548 after 6 pm. 
so. USED TRUCKS _ 
1954 CHEVY PICKUP, good
condi? an, $500. Call 753-0900. 
1970 CHEVY PICKUP. V8,
starida rd-gr a ns m
tn.'s. 759-4683, after 6 pm. 
1976 CHEyROLET_VAN,
automatic. See at tot 19
Shady Oaks or Save Mart at 5




condition, 40,000 miles, one
owner $2980. Call 489-2595, 
1975 FULLY CUSTOMIZED
Dodge van Has velvet
curtains, icebox, porta-bed,
couch, wheels, 8 track, all
the extras. Plus has a slant
Six engine which is' real
economical s3700 or will
trade Phone 35.4  6217
51. CAMPERS 
CONCORD TRAVEL trailer,
19', fully self contained. Like
new. CAii 753-0314 after 5 pm. 
1977 CONCORD FIFTH
wheel camper. call 751-5174
or 437 4794
CAMPER. VENTURE pop
up, sleeps 8, stove, ice box,
nice. Call 7594831 or see at 510
Blair St
1976 STARCRAFT POP UP,
port ible toilet, canopy, sleeps
8.437 4434
1972 VENTURE POP UP,
canopy, iCe box and Stove,
sleeps 6, excellent condition.
753 0011.
St. BOATS /4 MOTORS  
FET W 3 " -iardware, BASS 130AT. Call 753 5374 or
Paris, Ter r 437 4794 
49. USiDCAPS - - 16' DklAt_ RUNABOUT With
.1974 CA LT, many
extras 5.7..4) Call 753-9834
after 5 P-
1974 C•7•'...!- ,;'r D' V8, bower
s'teer .7.•=6„,er brakes,
facto,. a,- )ndition ng 4
new ,es Ca 753 6885 after
6 pr,
CLASSIC 1768 MUSTANG
EaSlbaCr . 2 .P1U5 2 One,.
owner 285 78 engine with
50,000 ''- es automa,,c,
original pa "-lint Condition
inside and out, complete
record ct service Calf
Mayfield 24' '372 after 5 and
weekends
1967 C A 6,• A A $700. Ca.11 753
1646
1977 CA fr: 29,000 miles.
$4650 ".cal car, „.ezi
cenent ccr „t • For sate by
owner Ca 759 4531 or 753-
7709
1977 DAT5',`, 2gti. 52c AM
FM, autorr a' Call 437,4381
FOR SALE '578 Toyota SR5
Coupe C.3'' ‘3,.er 5 pm. 753-'
0191
FOR SALE 1973 'Chevy
Caprce C 'as one owner
Power s•e-- rig, power
brakes, ar ir.,-J ,tioning, AM
FM raTC. 5•.:•0. Phone 759
11.47 after 5 p-
1970 ECRO cAIRLANE. 2
door. eacehent condition,
good •,res radio, A-C. 753
7853
FOR SALE 1970 Firebird,
400 4 SPeeC excellent con-
dition, 51350 753 3701
Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and




NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
IIAIRCIIT $2.00 • PRICE Milk $1.75
ee,iesplIvia bowmen& Orme ea ?SI MIS .., 4.f W.W.I.. hew, has 1.,...-
BIBLE FACTS FREE STORE
BENEFIT AUCTION
Saturday, June 30th, 1 p.m.
Cberry Corner Pottertown Road next to Hick's CemeterN Everyone is in-
vited to cowrie out and enjoy an afternoon of fun and hell) ° g°°d,_
cause. the needy people of Calloway County Anyone anYthing "'
donate will receive a tax deductible receipt. Call 7544ron ptease call as
soon as possible, so we can advertise your items All pryeeda go for food,






Floored, and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, of
fices, cottages, mobile home ad•ons, and patios. or U -
BUILD, pre-tut completely, ready to assemble
From Fri. 
up to 24
60 Buy the best for less. 
OOtttd 




14 FOOT JON boat for sale,
good shape 753.9340 
REDUCED' Fishing boat for
sale V-Bottom fiberglass
with foot-control trolling
motor live well, running
lights, trader with new tires
and Jack $3110 Call 7S9-1419
•
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied
references, Vibra Vac steam
or dry cleaning Call Lee's
- Carpet Cleaning, 753 5822 or
753 BOSS. 
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps7 we
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw




Pick up and delivery Connie
Lampe, 436-2510. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now Cad Sears 753,2310. for
free estimates' for your
needs.
FOR YOUR chain _ link
fencing needs, - contact.
Montgomery Ward. Free
estimates. 753 •1966. 
FOR YOUR home
alterations, repair, and
remodeling, also new home*






753-2310 for free estimates. 
HOME REPAIRS; exterior-
arid interior painting, car.
pentry work, small
masonary jobs, decks and




references. Call 753-1486 and
ask for Shelley. 
-tPtStt-LATtertt BLOWN- in'
Seers, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753 2310, for r ea-
estimates. .
JACK'S BLACKTOP paying;
patching, also seal coating.
Phone 753 1537
KEN'S LAWNMOWER
repair. Parts. New and used
lawn mowers. 718 S 4th. Fast
service. 753 74005
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air.
conditioning. Call 753  7203.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and small
iobs a speciality, also pat 




1975 115 hp Evinrude. Moody
tilt trailer, 52600. 767 4252 or
see at 602 College Courts_ _ . .
MARK TWAIN 1978 16 foot.
115 hp Mercury and trailer.
Call 759 1027.
1976 MARK TWAIN, 16 ft, tr.
hull, 115 hp Mercury motor,
power trim, es-fee Mee. Cal,
759 4588 from 10 tit 5, 753 7637
• after 5 pm.
LIT E PONTOON
boat, 55 hp Evinrude motor
Docked at Cypress Crick
Call 90.1-324 0998. 
16' SPEED BOAT with 115 hp
Evinrude Boat, motor, life
preservers, skiis, ski rope
everything you need. $4500
Call 753 8223 most any time
Can be seen at 1416 B
Stadium View Drive.
SALE. LiaT chance! New
11' 2 foot Snark Wildflower
sailboat. S400. 753-5534. 
SILVERLINE 16 FOOT Tr,
hull, _75 hp Johnson stinger
motor plus trailer., all 76
model. $3000 firm. tall 489
2248 after 5 pm. 
43' X 14' HOUSEBOAT. Cali
436.5332.
53.  SERVICES OFFERED
ADDITIONS, REPAIR work,
circulating fireplaces,
roofing, irvsuranc-e work. Call
Murray Remodeling 753
5167.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son.
General home remodeling,
• framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing Call 1
395 4967 or 1 362 4895.
BUSHHOGING- AND yard
work. Cad 7534123. .
"ttrnix -
STRUCTION No job too
large, no job too small High
quality work Frei.
estimates. Call 753 6969 0,
753 4124 and ask for Mark
CONCRETE & BLOCK work
Block garages, basements
driveways, walks, patios




reasonable prices. Call for
estimates, 753 9987 after 4 - 30
pm
COMPARE AND save or




and efficient service Custom







53. SERVICES OFFERED 
SMALL DOZER _work,
landscaping and leveling
Contact Bobby Crouse, 753












53. SERVICES OFFERED 
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
Pea gravel Also do backho•
work. Call Roger Hudson,
753-6763 or 753 4545  
WILL DO plumbing, heating
ang air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home 753 2211 or 753 9600
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guarenteed
Call or write Morgan Con
struclion Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1,442 7026 
54. FREE COLUMN 
TWO BEAUTIFUL black
and white puppies, 6 weeks




bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located a
• anorama Shores. Has living room, kit
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms newl






Free Estimates On Any job
Large or Small
Call 436-2372
Anytime. fLo, or Night
Danny 8 Twila Dunn owners
MOBILE HOME anchors
and underpinnin'g,
aluminum, in 3 colors, and
fiberglass roofs sealed. Patio. .
awnings and aluminum
carports, single' and double,
in colors. Phone 753 1873. 
ODD JOBS done Call 753
6969 or 753 4124 and ask for
Mark.
ROOFING, REMODELING,
Painting interior and ex
tenor Anything to do with
carpentary we can do it.
Reasonable rates 20 years
experience. Senior Citizens
discount. Phone -7544111, 8








Authorized Briggs and Strat-
ton Dealer
Work Preformed On:
Lawrimowers, tillers, and minor repair on Johnson
and Evinrude outboard motors up to 35 hp, a
nd
chain saws.









AT FACTORY DIRECT PRICES.
Such Names As:
Chicago Pneumatic, Rockwell Rodac, Duo-craft.




(60' roll - 10 rolls)













Plus Band Saws, all types of Metal Lathes, Milling
Machines, Drill Presses, Air Compressors, Drill Bits,
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REALTOR CORNE MULTIPLE USTING SENVICEMLS
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
1519 LONDON DRIVE .
Looking for something different? Check out this
attractive 2 story chalet with cedar shake roof.
Four bedrooms, 24'2 baths, living room, dining
• room, den with fireplace, eat in kitchen, central
heat and air and double garage. Guaranteed to
charm you Call Purdom and Thurman for an
appointment 753-4451.
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
I •.< ••••0 5••••IN,41.
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New Listing - 3 bedroom brick veneer home in
Gatesborough. Large 2 car garage with
automatic door opener. Home has central gas
heat and central electric air conditioning. WO's.
3 bedroom home on Lake with over 2,000 ft. of
area. All appliances stay with home including
new microwave oven. $37,500.
2 bedroom home on lake, lakeview lot. Perfect
starter or retirement home. Only 4 years old.
$28,500.
3 bedroom home situated on 11 beautiful gently
rolling acres. Only 3.years old. $42,000.
Lots for Sale.
144 acres 7 miles from town $471 acre.
34 acres with 1 acre + lake, beautiful building
site. $32,400.












This lovely spacious custom ranch in a desirable
area has just come on the market today.
Decorated entry separates three bedroom wing
from living dining and family room areas, Enjoy
winters by the charming fireside and summers
on the patio which overlooks a manicured lawn.
Talk with Loretta about how you can purchase
this home.
...Merl Making You Feel At Nome
753-1492 1200 Sycamore
Amos McCarty - 733-2249 Brenda Jones - 753-8221
Sandra McCaw, -713-6352 Glenda Smith - 753-1499
Loretta Jobs - 753-6079 Judy Johnston - 431-4446
MURRAY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT — APRIL 19-9
sun sucs um NAM 111111111P-
MOW • 111111*- _
NO11714 - 9:711101}... JAIMI 11116 $T , IV" Si , OESINUT ST
CAST I SOUTH - QAMCSIV
5•IFS• POIMIONS OF IA04
^
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Located at 1616 Ryan Avenue is this 3 bedroom
brick veneer and frame home. Lot is 85 x 160, has
living room, kitchen, family room, 2 baths. Must
be seen to be appreciated.
Ronnie Pea 753-7261
Marge Armbruster 75 3-51 2 8
Ray Roberts 436-5650
Edna Knight 753-4910
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Large 4 bedroom custom built home is filled with
many modern features for convenience and
lasting value. It has a formal dining room, 2',2
baths and large family room with wood burning,
fireplace. The large lot is beautifully landscaped —
and shaded with many mature trees. An ex-
ceptional value located just minutes from town.
Call the Real Estate Professionals at
Guy Spann Realty
905 Sycamore 24 Hour ureic. 753-7724-aitytimia
Preatia• hos 753-6725 Roue 3pr1ait-753-1734
Ray Rosy's 153-2437
Wow Spasm, Maaagiac Motor -753-35111
James Grose, Sc. 430-2430 Gay Spun, k.k.r 163-21117
Another New Listing
Three bedroom home with fireplace, attached
garage with breezeway and located one mile
from city limits. Priced in the 5.30's. Phone Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222. We are members of the -
Multiple Listing Service.
2 Bedrooms -2 Bath 1 Acre - $22,000.
Remodeled Mobile Home Nice lot -5 10,000.
20x50 Block building on aes acre - $15,000.
Nice 4 bedroom older home a4 acre - $18,750.
5 acres mobile home 81 old home -$15,750.
2 Waterfront lots - Pine Bluff -$17,500.
1.6 acre lot mobile hook-up - $5,000.
3 Story new on 10 acres 362,500.
2 lots in Lakeway join TVA -$16,000.
New tri-level beautiful on 3 acres -$69,000-
2 lots in Grove Heights 33,700 *Q.
3 gently sloping waterfront lots - $25,000.
Lots in Panarama from $2,000.
5 acres inside city-commercial -$5 9,500-
Brick veneer lakeview home - $36,500.
60 acres more or less only $25,000.
3 bedrooms, 2 baths, fireplace - $47,500.
4•1414464 aviat'414
.164%
HELPING PEOPLE IS OUR BUSINESS
Uncle Jeff's Shappunt Center
751-1797
FVF.NINGS
Sam Harris 753-8061 Nelson Shroat 759-1716
Marie Hicks 759-1056 Chester Thomas 7531274
Maps of The City of Murray
Are Now Available FREE
from Members ofThe
Murray Board of Realtors.







Spruce Street, Murray, was
pronounced dead on arrival at
tbe Murray-Calloway County
Hospital on Wednesday night.
He was stricken ill at his
home; however he had been in
ill health for sometime.
Mr. McCuiston, 67, was
known to many local residents
as the person who made and
sold hot tamales here for
many years. He was a
member of the Murray-
Calloway • County Parks
Board.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Lula Nell McCuiston,
Murray; four sons, Porter,
Tyrone, and David McCuiston,
Murray, and Dale McCuiston,
Washington, D. C. one aunt,
Mrs. Sylvia Woolridge.
Evansville, Ind.; sister-in-
law, Mrs. Josie Mae Starks,
Chicago, Ill.; several nieces.
nephews, and cousins.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Rutledge
Funeral Home, 105 Pine
Street, Murray, with the Rev.
C. E. Timberlake officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
The family hour will be held
from 7 to 8 p.m. tonight
(Friday at the Rutledge
Funeral Home.
Miss McCuiston Is
Dead At Age Of 85;
Rites On Saturday
Miss Mary Hontus
McCuiston of 316 North Sixth
Street, Murray, died this
morning at 8:55 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 8years of
age.
The Murray woman w
member of the New
Carmel Baptist Church, but
had attended the First Baptist
Church, Murray, for many
years. Born Jan. 27, 1894, in
Calloway County, she was the
(laughter- of the late Henry
McCuiston and B. Ferguson
McCuiston.
Miss McCuiston is survived
by one brother, Hall
McCuiston, Murray Route 6,
and several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 3 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating.
Burial will follow in the
McCuiston Cemetery.
Friends may call at the























Final rites for John W.
Hughes are being held today
at 2 p.m. at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ with
John Dale officiating r
Jerry Bolls directing the g
service.
Pallbearers are Glenn
Hughes, Randy Bazzell, Ricky
Hughes, Dan Poyner, Jackie
Hughes, Charles Tidwell, and
David Hall. Burial will follow
in the Mt. Pleasant Cemetery
in Henry County, Tenn., with
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home in _charge of the
arrangements.
Mr. Hughes, 84, died
Wednesday. He is survived by
his wife, Carrye, two
daughters, two sons, two
sisters, six brothers, 11





James B. Darnell of Vilonia,
Ark., brother of Beryl and
Barney Darnell of Kirksey,,.
died Wednesday at 8:25 a.m.
at the Conway Memorial
Hospital, Conway, Ark.
He was 67 years of age and
the son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Darnell.
Survivors include his wife.
Mrs. Lorina Lamb Darnell,
and one son, Billy Darnell,
Vilonia, Ark.; one daughter,
Mrs. Lillie Flowers, Chicago,




The funeral will be held
today at 3 p.m. at the chapel of
the Roberts Funeral Service,
Mayfield, with John Hoover
officiating. Grandsons will
serve as pallbearers and




A ho hold shower for Opal
McCage mith and her
daughter, N Smith, whose
home and 'ntents were
destroyed by fire, ill be held
on Sunday, June 24,. t 2 p.m.
at the Seventh and oplar
Church of Christ.
The church is sponsoring e
shower, but all friends of th
family are _invited to par-
ticipate, a church spokesman
said.
The Smith home on South
11th Street was destroyed by
fire on Friday night, June 15.
Mrs. Smith who operates the
concession stand at the City-
Coprity - park and her
daughter, Nelda, were not
home at the time of the fire.





Things First" will be the
subject of the sermon by the
Rev. R. E. Rabatin, pastor of
the First Presbyterian
Church, at the 10:45 a.m.
worship serviceson Sunday,
June 24. His scripture will be
from Matthew 6:24-34.
Lisa Slater will direct the
choir in a special anthem with
CynthiaScribner as organist.
Ushers set\ring will be.Gene
Geurin, Don 'Hughes, Roy
Helton, and Victor Stacey.
Sunday School will bent 9:30
a.m., and the Youth Group
will meet at 7 p.m., both on
Sunday.
*Om 4010w AmIlOwa0110. agelmaatif mew
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
1975 Chevrolet Caprice Station Wagon, Estate
equipment, 9 passenger, power steering, power






SO 12th St , Murray, Ky , 753-2617
alw "11/18" 
RECYCLING EFFORTS RECOGNIZED — 
Two Kentucky newspapers and a football
coach were recognized for their recyclin
g programs at the summer convention of the
Kentucky Press Association. Henderson 
County High football coach Mojo Hollowell
,
left, holds the plaque he received. Also 
honored were The Murray Ledger & Times
represented by managing editor Gene 
McCutcheon, right, and the Louisville Courier
Journal represented by public affairs editor 
Don Towles, second from right. Walt Dear,
second from left, publisher of the Hender
son Gleaner, presented the awards.
Idea, As Well As Church, Has
Lasted More Than 100 Years
By Rev. Frank Bratt
Pastor, Mason's Chapel
It was an idea that has
lasted 100 years. What was the
heart's desire of three men
back in 1879 stands today as
the Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
The real church, which is'
the' congregation of people,
have seen individual members
come and go. been associated
with several different charges
under the Methodist system,
been known under three
denominational names (The
Methodist Episcopal Church,
South, The Methodist Chur0;
and The United MethodLst
Church. is now in its third
building, and is still going
strong.
Mason's Chapel has seen




Revival services will be held
at the Northside Baptist
Church, located on Highway
641 North near Almo Heights,
starting Sunday, June 24, and
continuing through Saturday,
June 30.
Speaker for the services at 7
p.m. on Sunday and at 7:30
p.m., Monday through
turday, will be the Rev.
Bi Turner, pastor of the
Alto Baptist Church.
The ublic is invited to
attend The ervices, according
to the church.pastor, the Rev.
Larry Salmon.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT. today. furnished to the
Ledger & Tunes by First of Michigan.
Corp of Murray, are as follows
Industrial Average -139 
Air Products 3014 -%
American Motors 7 -04
Ashland 39 -le
American Telephone 56 mu
Bonanza '3%B 3'A
Crysler No Trade
Ford Motor 43% unc
GAS' 11% uric
General Care  +
General Dynamics 31%_ +%
General Motors.. 60% unc




IBM   74% 4-95
K Mart 2744 +%
Pennwalt • 33 -4
Quaker Oats 23% -%
Tappan 11% unc
Texaco  .26% -%
Wal Mart  . 218 tine
Wendy s .1695B
ministry ( John Brent'
Underwood), retired;- Pren tis
Douglas, _now 1the.Indiana-
Conference; George Carter,
deceased; and Harold Craig,
pastor of the Pleasant Valley
United Methodist Church near
Union City, Tenn.. Also
several of Mason's Chapel's
young women have married
ministers.
Mason's Chapel received its
name from the late Drs.
Macon and William Mason.
-who furnished the materials
for the first church building
which was constructed on land
given by Tom Bogard.
Martin's Chapel To
Hear Rev. Tucker
The Rev. Daniel Tucker will
speak at the worship services
at 11 a.m. on Sunday, June 24,
at the MartirChapel1'nufs-1
Methodist Church.
Ralph Robertson will direct
the morning song service with
Ricky Cunningham as pianist.
The church choir will sing
-God Is Not Dead" at the
worship services.
Sunday School will be at It




The Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyteria %Church will hold
its annual Vacation Bible
School starting Monday, June
25, and continuing through
Friday, June 29.
Classes for nursery through
11 years of age will be held
from 9 to 11 a.m. on thetherne-:-
"Rejoice and Praise the
Lord." •
For information or tran-
sportation, persons may call




Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 466 Est 1000 Barrows &
Gilts .50-1 50 higher Sows mostly 50
Receipts Act 466 Est 1000 Barrows &
Gilts 20-150 higher mostly 1 50 Neer
Sows steady tot 00 higher
US 1-2 200-230 Its ..
US 2 200-240 Ibis 
US 2-3240.250 lbs. ..
US 2-4 390-200i. .
Sows
US 1-2 270-35010s. *2900-3151
US I-3 300-450 lbs. .... 125 09-30 00
US 1-3 450-500 11:a  530 31 50
US 1-3 500-650 lbs. . . $31.5033.00 few 33.50
US 2-3 300-500 I ba . *3939.3939

















The first sermon was ac-
tually preached at Mason's
Ctlape_l oitthe._441 Sunday of
Nov-WTI-Fier, 1879:-Tai1-theAth:
SundaY- of June has become
our annual Homecoming and
Kick-off for our revival. So we
will be celebrating our 100th
Birthday this coming Sunday,
June 24th.
The Rev. Paul McAdoo,
pastor of the South Fulton
United Methodist Church, will
bring the message at the 11
a.m. service. This will be
followed by "Dinner on the
Ground" and much fun and
fellowship.
The annual revival will
begin. Sunday at seven p.m.
with the Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., pastor of First
United Methodist Church
Murray, as the preacher. The
revival will end on Friday
night with the Rev. John Brent
Underwood as the preacher.
-We invite all of Our friends
to be with us for all or part of
this historic week.-
- Truckers• • • (Costinued I MD Page One)
worsen quickly if shipments are further
delayed.
Meanwhile the White House an-
nounced plans today to end the federal
rule giving farmers priority in ob-
taining diesel fuel, apparently so it can
be diverted to independent truckers.
Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergland
said President Carter ordered an end to
the rule. The action followed the worst
day of violence yet in the strike by the
nation's 100,000 independent truckers.
The president's action followed his
promise Thursday to make more diesel
available to the striking truckers, who
have complained of fuel shortages.
Rupert Welch, a spokesman for the
American Trucking Associations, said
in Washington today that more than 40
percent of the hauling capacity of
regulated carriers had been stopped by
the strike and by fuel problems.
Welch said the 40 percent-plus
shutdown figure - "a ballpark
estimate" — was a couple of days old
and that the percentage probably was
higher today.
He said the shutdown had been across
the board — both among the irregular
route carriers, who haul goods from
factories to distribution points, and
those whibave regular routes between
trucking terminals.
Refrigerator trucks, which carry
meats and frozen vegetables, have been
among the hardest hit by the shutdown,
and another major casualty -are the
moving lines, which depend almost
entirely On contrts with indePeritlidir7-
owner-operators,- S.sid.
Meanwhile, in Chelsea, Mass., about
80 rigs parked bumper-to-bumper today
to shut down the New England
Producer Center, and state police
arrested more than a dozen persons,
many of them protest leaders. The




- The Chestnut Grove AME
Church at Hazel will hold its
annual men's and women's
day program on Sunday, June
24, at 2:30 p.m. at the church.
Guest speaker will be the
Rev. M. M. Whitson of
Dyersburg, Tenn. ,
Lunch will be served at 1:30
p.m. The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman
said.
the gate after the arrests, but left thei
r
trucks.
Carter called Thursday for a quick
end to the protest-and said he had in-
structed the FBI to assist local law
enforcement agencies in keeping peace
on the highways.
"Violence and lawlessness will not be
tolerated under any circumstances,"
he said. FBI Director William Webster
said agents were already investigating
the shooting death of an Alabama
trucker earlier this week.
State police patrols were more than
doubled on truck routes in
Massachusetts, Georgia troopers were
ordered to coordinate and guard con-
voys, and their colleagues in Pennsyl-
vania rtide shotgun on milk deliveries
before striking truckers agreecl_to let
Milk pass.
North Carolina's Highway Patrol was
ordered to escort groups of 10 or more
trucks upon request, and Rhode Island
and Nebraska troopers guarded trucks
delivering fuel and oil
The National Guard, called out
earlier this week in Minnesota, set up
posts at grain terminals to keep ship-
ments moving. In Alabama, where one
trucker has been killed and another's
wife wounded, Guardsmen continued to
escort convoys.
Alabama Gov. Fob James also urged
truckers to arm themselves and shoot
back. "It's time to put the billy' back in
the billystick," he said. "I'd put a
shotgun beside me and go.. and I'd kill
anybody-that tries to stop me."
But one of his constituents, Eddie
Castleberry, of Odenville, said he'd
prefer to park than fight.
"I've got a 4-year-old boy at the house
and it worries me'," said Castleberry,
who was fired upon Thursday. "They
can come pick up the rig because I'm
not driving it one foot further."
Sinking Spring To Hear Rev. Blair
The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hear the interim
pastor, the Rev. Charles Blair,
speak at the 11 a.m. and 7:30
p.m. worship services on
Sunday, June 24.
David Smothernian, deacon
of the week, will assist in the
services. The Church Choir,
directed by Tommy Scott with
Susie Scott as pianist and
Patsy Neale as organist, will
present special music at the
morning service, and the
Sunday: Night Choir will sing
at the evening service.
Following the morning
service, the Senior Citizens
will be special guests at a
luncheon by the Ruth Warren
Group of the church. A singing
will follow the luncheon.
Sunday School with Jim
Neale as director will be at 10
a.m. and Church Training
with Randy Herndon as
director will be at 6:30 p.m.,
both on Sunday.
The Church Deacons will
meet and the Youth Choir will
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